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EDITOR’S NOTE
We’ve passed a milestone !

We are very thankful to all of the readers for your outstanding love. We really appreciate your contribu-

tion to our success. 

A heartily thanks to all of you who made it all that it was. Thank you so much for your part in our suc-

cess. 

Swami Vivekananda said, “ I am proud to belong to a religion which has taught the world both tolerance 

and universal acceptance. We believe not only in universal toleration, but we accept all religions as true. 

“ 

So we should proud on our nation as well as on our religion that make us our nation INCREDIBLE. 

Highlights of last Issue of current Samvat 2072 are :

Technical articles are exploring “ Instructional Technology in Sanskrit “ and “ Computational Model 

to Generate Case Inflected Forms of Masculine Nouns for Word Search in Sanskrit E-Text “. 

Cover Story uncover the story on “Jyotisar - Birth Place of Bhagwat Geeta”.

Valuable Article on “Forest of Fire “ in Ayur Plant section, that reflect how Medicinal Value & health 

benefits of Palash, also known as Forest of Fire.

A great and informative Article covered under special report section “ The War Against Hinduism - By 

Stephen Knapp” 

Thanks !

Chhdrieak Prajapati
Associate Editor

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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NEWS

Won’t chant ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’, Asaduddin Owaisi tells 
Mohan Bhagwat; Shiv Sena says go to Pakistan

Zee Media Bureau

Mumbai: In yet another controversial 

statement, All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul 

Muslimeen(AIMIM) leader Asadud-

din Owaisi, in a direct attack on the 

RSS, said that he would not chant 

‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’.

Addressing a public rally in Udgir teh-

sil in Latur district here on Sunday, Owaisi said, “I don’t chant that slogan(Bharat Mata Ki Jai). What are you 

going to do, Bhagwat sahab”, PTI reported.

He further said, “Nowhere in the Constitution it says that one should say: Bharat Mata ki Jai.”

I won’t utter that (slogan) even if you put a knife to my throat,” the AIMIM leader added, amid loud applause 

by the crowd

Owaisi’s comments came against the backdrop of RSS chief Mohan Bhagwat’s suggestion that the new gen-

erationneeds to be taught to chant slogans hailing mother India.

 

Women fit only to deliver children, gender 

equality un-islamic: Kerala Muslim leader

On March 3, Bhagwat had said the new gen-

eration needs to be taught to chant slogans 

hailing mother India, comments which came 

against the backdrop of the row over alleged 

anti-India sloganeering on the Jawaharlal Nehru University (JNU) campus.

“Now the time has come when we have to tell the new generation to chant ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’ (hail mother 
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India). It should be real, spontaneous and part of all-round development of the youth,” the RSS chief had 

said.

   Will wipe out BJP and Con-

gress from the country: Ak-

baruddin Owaisi

Owaisi further said that he 

will “continue to support” the 

family of Ishrat Jahan. 

 

Meanwhile, the Bharatiya Ja-

nata Party slammed Owaisi for 

his remark that he won’t chant ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’ sloganand asked him as to what was wrong in respecting 

the mother land.

 

 Modi should not join war against 

ISIS; SP govt ignoring Muslims in 

UP: Asaduddin Owaisi

“I do not know why this kind of 

language is catching up. Such a 

senior leader should not use such 

language. Secondly, with regard to 

considering mother earth not as an 

idol or idol worship, this is the land we come from. To have respect for it, I do not know why it has to be 

linked to cutting ones throat,” ANI quoted BJP spokesperson Nalin Kohlias saying.

Asaduddin Owaisi’s ‘won’t say Bharat Mata ki Jai’ remark: Shiv Sena says go to Pakistan

Reacting sharply over the incident, senior Shiv Sena leader and minister Ramdas Kadam said Owaisi should 

go to Pakistan if he doesn’t want to say ‘Bharat Mata ki Jai’.

Source: Zee News
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Left minded terrorism a threat to nation: RSS

  Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) has 

said that Left minded terrorism is a 

threat to the country’s unity and integ-

rity and termed that parties promoting 

‘Yakub and Afzal panthis’ should be 

identified so that people could see their 

real faces. “There are two types of Left-

ists – one a nationalist and the other is 

anti-nationalists and the latter have the 

majority and were responsible for the 

Rohit Vemula and JNU cases,” said RSS chief of Awadh Pranth (UP), Prabhu Narain Srivastava in Luc-

know on Tuesday.

Talking to the media on his return from Nagaur in Rajasthan after attending a meeting of `Pratinidhi 

Sabha’ (national body of the RSS), Srivastava said that the country have to fight against terrorists and 

the Leftists of anti-nationalist mindset, as both are promoting divisive forces in the country. Terming the 

statement of All India Majlis-e-Ittehad-ul Muslimeen (AIMIM) chief Asaduddin Owaisi that he won’t 

chant ‘Bharat Mata Ki Jai’, the RSS leader said,that such people were promoting the Afzal panthis and 

there is no need to make any comment on them.

In an obvious dig at the Congress, the RSS leader said, “A national party which prides itself for winning 

independence for the country from British Raaj, is now so desperate to stay relevant in national politics 

that it has stooped down to the level of supporting anti nationals like Yakub.”

Srivastava said that the RSS will do whatever is needed for maintaining and strengthening social harmo-

ny in the country and was ready to seek help from any one for this. “We are ready to take help from all 

political parties including the Samajwadi Party, Bahujan Samaj Party and others so that they can help in 

maintaining social harmony in India,” said the RSS leader.

On the change in RSS uniform, Srivastava said that the change has been approved a couple of days back 

and it will take time when everyone will wear full pants during Shakhas and other programmes of the 

organisation.

“We had been discussion on the change of dress code for the last five years and the change has been ac-
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cepted after much delibertions,” he stated.

When asked whether Dattatreya Hosabale transfer to UP from Bihar has anything to do with the state As-

sembly polls next year, the leader said that the transfer was a regular phenomenon in the outfit and it had 

nothing to do with polls.

“Hosabale will tour all parts of the country and only his base would be in Lucknow,” he informed.

The RSS leader also supported the reservation policy in the country saying that the poor still need reserva-

tion. The RSS leader claimed that during the last one year the number of Shakhas increased by 200 and in the 

Awadh Region and presently there were 1,114 Shakhas.

Source: Daily Pioneer

Hindus urge Rome & Paris museums to not display Barbie depicted 
as goddess Kali

   Hindus are urging Rome and Paris museums not 

to display iconic Barbie doll as goddess Kali in 

their Barbie exhibitions, calling it highly inap-

propriate.

“Barbie The Icon” exhibition at Museo delle Cul-

ture in Milan, which reportedly carried an Ar-

gentinean artists’ created Barbie portrayed as 

goddess Kali with a dagger and plate carrying a 

severed head, is ending on March 13. It was said 

to be moving to Complesso del Vittoriano gal-

lery in Il Vittoriano monument in Rome (April 

15 to October 30) and Musée des Arts décoratifs 

in Paris (till September 18).

Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a 

statement in Nevada (USA) today, urged the mu-

seums to not include Barbie-ized Goddess Kali in the exhibitions as it trivialized the highly revered deity of 

Hinduism.

Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, stressed that reimagining Hindu scriptures and dei-
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ties for commercial or other agenda was not okay as it hurt the feelings of devotees. Goddess Kali and other 

Hindu deities were meant to be worshipped in temples and home shrines and not meant to be reduced to a 

Barbie character.

Rajan Zed pointed out that Hindus were for free speech as much as anybody else if not more. But faith was 

something sacred and attempts at belittling it hurt the devotees. Artists should be more sensitive while han-

dling faith relatedsubjects, Zed added.

Zed further said that Hindus welcomed art world to immerse in Hinduism but taking it seriously and re-

spectfully and not for refashioning Hinduism concepts and symbols for personal agendas. Barbie-fication of 

Kali was simply improper and out of place.

Hinduism was the oldest and third largest religion of the world with about one billion adherents and a 

rich philosophical thought and it should not be taken frivolously. No faith, larger or smaller, should be 

plundered, Rajan Zed noted.

Goddess Kali, who personifies Shakti or divine energy and considered the goddess of time and change, is 

widely worshipped in Hinduism. Moksh (liberation) is the ultimate goal of Hinduism.

“Calling her a doll would be belittling. Barbie is a global icon, who in her 56 years of life manages to knock 

down every linguistic, cultural, social, and anthropological barrier”, Milan exhibition announcement says.

Source: MeriNews

Rs 5 crore fine by NGT on Art of Living is like Jizya, says VHP

  Surendra Jain, International Joint General Sec-

retary of the Vishwa Hindu Parishad has equat-

ed the Rs 5 crore fine imposed on Sri Sri Ravi 

Shankar’s Art of Living foundation by the Na-

tional Green Tribunal to Jizya tax. Jizya was a 

tax levied on Hindus during the Mughal rule in 

India.

Sri Sri’s Art of Living has been at loggerheads 

with the country’s top green court for organising 

the three-day World Culture Festival on the floodplains of the Yamuna, from 11 March.

Also Read: Yamuna floodplain damage: Art of Living can pay Rs 5 cr fine tomorrow, says NGT
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Missionaries trying to propagate Christianity during 
Hindu Festivals in India

Missionaries try to propagate Christianity during ‘Shri Bharadi Devi Yatra’ at Sindhudurga.

    DSP News | Malwan | February 28. 2016:: 

Millions of devotees attended ‘Shri. Bha-

radi Devi Yatra’ of Anganewadi-Masure, 

in Malwan Taluka in Sindhu-durga Dis-

trict known as South Konkan’s Kashi; 

even then, on 25th February, few Chris-

tians distributed handbills spreading 

Christianity taking advantage of the huge 

number of people attending this pilgrim-

age. Local devout Hindus and members of 

Devasthan Committee confiscated the 

handbills as they heard about attempts by Christian missionaries propagating Christianity. They also 

warned the anti-Hindu missionaries overloudspeakers to stop their activities. Later, it was observed that 

they stopped their attempts. (Such missionaries will not dare to do such things if stringent action is taken 

against them ! – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Prabhat)

It was mentioned in the hand bills under the heading ‘Get relief from all troubles and be happy by praying 

to Jesus’. (Why these missionaries tell devotees of Shri Bharadi Devi who have spiritual experiences of the 

Goddess going to their rescue ? Hindus should firmly tell Christians that their Deities are capable of solv-

The VHP press statement released today, says: “Imposing a fine on Sri Sri without any fault of his reminds 

us of the Jizya tax during the Mughal era. How can the seculars tolerate an event that is being organised to 

showcase India’s religious, cultural and spiritual heritage to the world.”(sic) It adds that one of the reasons 

to hold the event was to raise awareness about the Yamuna.

 

Environmentalists have brought to the notice of the green Court that the massive construction spread over 

1,000 acres will adversely impact the Yamuna ecosystem, which has already been battling severe pollution.

Source: Catch News
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ing Hindus’ problems ! – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Prabhat) In the handbills, photos of few Hindus have been 

published with their names and their experiences after praying to Jesus; thus misleading Hindus. There are 

some contact numbers printed on these handbills for more information and prayers.

Source and Courtesy: Dainik Sanatan Prabhat.

Hindutva to be revived in Nepal : Nepal’s Dy. PM Kamal Thapa

Thapa and his ministers should realize that declaring Nepal as Hindu Rashtra is the only solution to all 

problems !

Concern over Hindus’ conversions !

 

Kathmandu (Nepal) : Dy. Prime Minister of Nepal, Kamal 

Thapa stated during a program that ‘Hindutva’ will be re-

vived in Nepal by making use of rights conferred by the 

Constitution. He also said that the apathy towards cultural 

and religious activities is sad and necessary action would 

be taken for their revival.

Selected points from Shri. Thapa’s speech

1.More than 90% population of Nepal is Hindu and their voice is not heard properly. (Delayed realization 

of Dy. PM ! 95% of people had voted in favour of Hindu Rashtra in ‘Samvidhan Sabha’, a meeting held last 

year; therefore, it is hoped that at least now Thapa would consider the same. – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Pra-

bhat) People following other religions should respect each other’s religion and create an ideal example of 

co-existence at every stage.

2. Shri. Thapa expressed concern over increasing influence of western culture and religion in Nepal and said 

that attempts are made to convert poor Nepali people by taking disadvantage of their poverty. Action will be 

taken against those taking such undue advantage of innocent people. (Will Indian rulers learn something 

from the above example ? – Editor, Dainik Sanatan Prabhat)  

Source : Dainik Sanatan Prabhat
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A Crying Shame – Will Congress and the Communists listen

    S.K. Sinha

Progressive and liberal views are welcome in a democracy… Maqbool Bhat, Yakub 

Memon, Afzal Guru and Ajmal Kasab have been hailed as heroes in JNU. The legiti-

macy of hanging can be questioned and different views expressed, but making these 

criminals seem like heroes is another matter.

The recent Jawaharlal Nehru University campus happenings were followed by lawlessness and violence in 

Patiala House courts.

Winston Churchill, a dyed-in-the-wool imperialist, was totally opposed to India becoming independent. On 

the eve of India’s Independence, he wrote, “Power will go to the hands of rascals, rogues and freebooters… 

They (the Indians) will fight among themselves for power and India will be lost in political squabbles.” Jawa-

harlal Nehru and the generation of freedom fighters proved Churchill wrong, but today there appears a ring 

of truth in what he said. We do still have political leaders who uphold high values, but they are very few.

JNU has been our premier educational institution of intellectual excellence befitting its great name. It has 

pronounced Leftist leanings, and so to an extent did Nehru. He was a great intellectual and a patriot who 

made a huge personal sacrifice for the nation. He was the architect of our liberal democracy. The chame-

leon-like Communists changed colours during the Second World War, and after it they were painting “Long 

Live Mao” on walls in Kolkata when our soldiers were sacrificing their lives fighting the Chinese on the 

Himalayas’ forbidding heights.

Progressive and liberal views are welcome in a democracy. Should this also apply to subversive thinking 

and blatantly anti-national acts? Maqbool Bhat, responsible for killing Kashmiri Pandits and their ethnic 

cleansing; Yakub Memon, responsible for 257 fatalities in Bombay in 1993; Afzal Guru, responsible for the 

attack on the Indian Parliament; or Ajmal Kasab, the Pakistani terrorist who killed innocent citizens in the 

26/11 Mumbai attacks have been hailed as heroes in JNU. The legitimacy of hanging can be questioned and 

different views expressed, but making these criminals seem like heroes is another matter.

In the UK, John Amery, the son of Leopold S. Amery, secretary of state for India and Burma in Churchill’s 

War Cabinet, broadcast Nazi propaganda from Berlin. He was declared a traitor and hanged after the war. 

In the US, Julius Rosenberg, who spied for Soviet Russia, was sentenced to death by the Supreme Court. 

No protests were raised in either case. Perhaps our intellectuals will maintain that the UK and the US are 
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imperfect democracies, while ours is a perfect democracy in which such criminal acts can be ignored and 

culprits glorified.

The unfortunate events at JNU campus on February 9 have dominated the media for a week and the first 

two days of the Budget Session of Parliament. It is a pity that our country’s leading university has got so 

mired in controversy. Kanhaiya Kumar, the president of the JNU Students’ Union, may have been wrongly 

apprehended. Overnight he has become a “national hero”. I commend him for his forthright statement of 

loyalty to the Constitution. He is said to have made a similar statement in JNU when anti-India slogans 

like “Har ghar se Afzal niklega, Bharat ki barbadi tak jung rahegi, Pakistan zindabad” were being raised. I 

would have been happier if he had done something as president of JNUSU to counter such anti-national 

slogans or at least withdrawn from the scene as a mark of protest. I will not question these slogans being 

treasonable or seditious. Let legal luminaries split hair in regard to this.

The JNUSU under Leftist control has a dubious reputation. In 2000, it organised a mushaira, inviting 

poets from Pakistan, at which India was ridiculed and anti-India statements made. Two soldier veterans 

of the Kargil war objected and were beaten up. They were hospitalised. Sacrifices made by Indian soldiers 

in war with Pakistan count for little among our intellectuals at JNU. No wonder they eulogise the likes 

of Maqbool Bhat and Afzal Guru, but have no time for Hanumanthappa Koppad, who had survived mi-

raculously after remaining buried in snow for six days, fighting for life at the Army Research & Referral 

Hospital nearby, or for the nine soldiers who perished in the avalanche and the other soldiers who risked 

their lives in such difficult conditions to locate the dead bodies. Possibly like a Cabinet minister in Bihar 

who said that soldiers are meant to die, they share such thinking. They pay homage to Maqbool Bhat but 

have no time for Maqbool Sherwani, a National Conference worker. In November 1947, the latter misled 

the invaders from Pakistan, comprising the Pakistan Army and Pakistan tribesmen, at Baramulla, delaying 

the enemy’s approach to Srinagar. He also tried to save Kashmiri Hindus from massacre. He was crucified 

on a wooden cross near Baramulla Convent. I saw this gory sight on November 7, 1947, when we liberated 

Baramulla. I had a suitable memorial to him put up in 2005.

Not only Maqbool Sherwani but the three lakh suffering Kashmiri Pandits, who continue to be refugees in 

their own country, seem to be not worthy of attention at JNU. Some of them live in Harijan colony a few 

thousand yards from JNU, some others a little further at Town Hall in Lajpat Nagar, and several thousands 

in Jammu, in most abominableconditions. On taking over as governor of Jammu and Kashmir my first 

act was to visit all these camps. No senior state or Centre official had visited these camps in 14 years. I did 

whatever I could to ameliorate their miserable living conditions, like providing water coolers for drinking 
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or getting the Delhi administration to provide a dispensary with medicines and a visiting doctor. My state 

government resented this, alleging that I was interfering in the state administration.

JNU is named after Jawaharlal who was a Kashmiri Pandit. His kinsmen have been brought to such mis-

erable straits. Their hundred odd temples in the Valley were vandalised much before Babri Masjid was de-

stroyed in 1992 andcondemned by all of us. The Israeli problem is of much concern to the worthies at JNU 

and our great secular leaders who have totally ignored the Kashmiri Pandits. The crown prince parachuted 

to the top slot for no other qualificationother than his Kashmiri Pandit lineage follows suit. In his new in-

carnation after his mysterious sabbatical as a shouting and destructive Opposition leader, he exploits any 

issue that will fetch votes. No wonder he has been to JNU and University of Hyderabad.

The British treated a law court as a temple of sanctity. There was never any hooliganism in a court when 

Mahatma Gandhi appeared as a convict. At Ahmedabad, the British judge stood up to honour him as he 

was brought into his court. Despite the highly charged atmosphere outside, the dignity of the court trying 

the Indian National Army officers was scrupulously maintained. It is a pity that the Delhi Police failed 

to anticipate events and bedlam prevailed at JNU and at the Patiala House courts due to lack of suitable 

preventive action.

I may be dubbed an old fogey out of tune with modern times for expressing my anguish at these tragic 

events. In my defence, I can only submit that for 40 years I served in the Army in war and peace, facing 

risk and hardship. Cry, my dear country, cry.

The writer, a retired lieutenant-general, was Vice-Chief of Army Staff and has served as governor of Assam 

and Jammu and Kashmir.

Source: The Asian Age

Shiv Sena activist shot at, third incident in Punjab in a month

   Police personnel inspecting the spot where a Shiv 

Sena leader was shot at in Jalandhar on Tuesday. 

— A Tribune photo

Nikhil Bhardwaj , Tribune News Service

Jalandhar, February 16

Deepak Jalandhari, son of Vinay Jalandhari, pres-
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Mass Surya Namaskaram for Ratha Sapthami

   

Children’s offer Suryanamaskaram at music college as part of Ratha saptami in Vijayawada on Sunday ( 

ident of Shiv Sena (North India), was shot at by two motorcycle-borne, unidentified assailants outside a 

school at Deen Dyal Upadhaya Nagar here this afternoon.Deepak who, too, is an activist of the party had 

gone to pick up his children on his scooter from Shiv Jyoti Public School when the incident occurred. At 

2.41 pm, when schoolchildren had just started coming out two youth came on a bike and fired three shots, 

said an eyewitness.

While two shots missed Deepak, the third one brushed past his knee. He was immediately rushed to a 

private hospital.The incident created a scare and chaos outside the school. Police officials, including DCP 

Sandeep Sharma, came rushing to the site and began investigations into the incident.CCTV footage from 

a camera installed in front of the school showed that the two youth came on a Yamaha FZ bike which had 

a plain white plate and did not bear aregistration number.The footage also showed that the bikers were 

wearing hooded pullovers and had their heads covered.Arvind Kamboj, a family member, said Deepak 

had got threats earlier too.

“The police had provided him four security guards. But incidentally he did not take them along to the 

school when he was attacked.”This is the third incident of its kind reported in the state in last one month.

On January 16, two unidentified people had fired at a ground in new Kidwai Nagar Park before a meeting 

of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) Shakha.The incident was caught on a CCTV camera nearby. 

Two people on a motorcycle with their heads covered with monkey caps shot at the assembly ground, a 

police official had said, adding that their faces could not be seen due to the caps. On February 3, two bikers 

had shot at Punjab Shiv Sena (Youth Wing) president Amit Arora in Ludhiana.

Source: The Tribune
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Hans photo Ch Venkata Mastan)

Ode to the sun 

The environs of Ghantsala Venkateswara Rao Music and Dance College on Sunday witnessed scores of 

students and youth enthusiastically taking part in the mass Surya Namaskar (the Sun salutation) organ-

ised by the Tirumala Tirupathi Devasthanam (TTD) and Hindu Dharma Prachara Parishad to mark the 

Ratha Saptami.

Led by Dharma Prachara Mandali district legal advisor Y Lokanatha Sharma, the students performed the 

stretching exercises in perfect coordination even while offering prayers to the Sun god to mark the ‘Surya 

Jayanti’.  Besides that Aditya Hrudayam was also recited by students and performed special rituals to Sri 

Suryanarayana Swamy on his birth day and sought his blessings.

Speaking on the occasion, Lokanatha Sharma said the sun was worshiped as the god of health and ex-

plained the significance of Aditya Hridayam. It would do a lot of good to people if Suryanamaskarams 

were performed in the early hours every day.

He advised parents to inculcate the habit of performing suryanamaskarams among their children for their 

wellbeing. District Dharma Prachara Mandali executive committee members E Ram Kumar, B Venkata 

Bala Koteswara Rao and B Sudhakar Reddy were also present on the occasion.

Source: The Hans India

Hindu group releases documentary on Jihadi attacks 
in Chennai

A DVD copy on the ‘Jihadi 

killings’ of the Hindu leaders 

released by Mr Ramagopalan 

was received by Subramanian 

Swamy.

 

Chennai: Hindu Munnani, a 

group primarily formed to save 

Hindu religion from perilous 

forces, released a DVD documentary on the “Jihadi” attacks on Hindu leaders and called for strong mea-
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sures to rein in the “Jihadis.”

“Since the last one-and-a-half years, over 16 leaders and cadres of the Hindu Munnani, the RSS and other 

organisations have been slain.

The government should take effective steps to counter the violence and ensure such attacks do not recur,” 

Ramagopalan, Hindu Munnani founder-convener, said on Sunday.

A DVD copy on the “Jihadi killings” of the Hindu leaders released by Mr Ramagopalan was received by BJP 

senior Subramanian Swamy.

Speaking on the occasion, Mr Swamy called upon the Hindus to sink their differences and remain united 

to combat “Islamic fundamentalism.” “One thing is clear, the jihadis are working with a clear state of mind, 

they have been aligning with various forces from time to time in this state and have been taking forward 

their agenda.

But the mindset of Hindus is akin to that of Arjuna in Mahabharatha, where things were not clear and only 

confusion reigned,” he said and stressed the need to overcome confusion and stand united. Sushil Pandit of 

Roots of Kashmir, serving the cause of Kashmiri Pandits, also spoke.

Source: Deccan Chronicle

Hindu Priest Murdered in Bangladesh Temple Attack

   A Hindu priest has been killed and a devotee 

injured at a temple in northern Bangladesh on 

Sunday. Hindus are the religious minority in 

the country.

This is the third attack in the last five months 

on Christian and Hindu priests in Bangladesh, 

reported The Hindu. The local police reported 

that it took place in Debigonj of Panchagarh 

district. A 50-year-old Hindu priest of Sri Sri Shantu Santo Gaurio monastery, Jogeshwar Dasa Dhikari, was 

stabbed to death by unidentified people.

According to the police, the incident occurred while the priest was preparing for morning prayers. The at-

tackers attacked the temple first and then killed the priest. Another man, Gopal Chandra Roy, came to save 
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the priest and gotinjured as the assailant shot him, too.

Panchagarh district police chief Giasuddin Ahmed said that the Hindu priest was attacked by two persons. 

The assailants came on a motorcycle and attacked the temple with grenades and also fired bullets. They slit 

the priest’s throat and fled.

Police official Humayun Kabir said that they have arrested four people who are members of the Jama’atul 

Mujahideen Bangladesh. He rejected the claim of ISIS which was issued in Telegram messaging app and 

Twitter.

The declaration by ISIS stated, “One of his companions was hurt after being targeted with light weapons in 

the area of Panchagar in Northern Bangladesh, and the Mujahideen returned to their positions unharmed, 

and all praise be to God.”

Even so, Recently, 27 Bangladeshi workers had been arrested in Singapore. The workers allegedly supported 

Islamist groups including ISIS and Al Qaeda. The government repeatedly denies that ISIS has a presence in 

the country and also said that the earlier attacks were accomplished by home-grown Islamist militants, as 

reported by The Guardian.

Monirul Islam, joint commissioner of the Bangladesh Police said that Jama’atul Mujahideen Bangladesh has 

been involved in the attacks on these minority groups. He said, “This group is responsible for most of the 

attacks on Shiitemosques, Hindu temples, churches and religious leaders across Bangladesh since October.”

Attacks on priests of minority religious groups are not new in Bangladesh. According to CNN a Christian 

pastor was assaulted in October last year and in November another Italian Catholic priest was attacked. 

However, both man survived the attacks. A Shiite mosque was also attacked in Bogra, northern Bangla-

desh. Since 2013, 6 secular writers and bloggers have been killed in the country.

Source: http://www.australianetworknews.com/hindu-priest-murdered-bangladesh-temple-attack/

Temple with 924 snake-carvings opens in Malaysia
    Om Sri Maha Athi Nageswari Amman Temple 

is reportedly launched in the new township of 

Puchong Gateway (Puchong, Selangor, Malay-

sia), after about four years of work.

Dedicated to snake goddess Nageswari Am-

man, manifestation of Devi, this unique tem-
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ple consists of four raja gopurams (monumental entrance towers) with two entrances, 65 feet-high Shiva 

Lingam (flown from India), 924 snakes carved on it, besides wall carvings of various deities; reports 

suggest.

Meanwhile, Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada (USA) today, commended efforts of 

temple leaders and area community for realizing this wonderful Hindu temple complex.

Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was important to pass 

on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst so many distractions in 

the consumerist society and hoped that this new temple would help in this direction. Zed stressed that 

instead of running after materialism; we should focus on inner search and realization of Self and work 

towards achieving moksh (liberation), which was the goalof Hinduism.

According to reports, about 50 masons from India worked on this temple; gold paint used on deities was 

from Thailand; wall-tiles were brought from India and Indonesia; and Puchong Gateway Development 

allocated 1,200 square feet of land.

Temple also includes a social hall for cultural and social gatherings, festivals and marriage ceremonies. 

Temple president is M. Sivaneswaran; while K. Rajendran, who reportedly had a vision, worked to make 

it a reality.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Hindus welcome Georgia baseball team adopting yoga

    Hindus have welcomed Georgia Bulldogs baseball 

team of University of Georgia in Athens for report-

edly incorporating yoga as a part of training.

It helps the team in mobility, stretching, health, flexi-

bility, injury prevention, peace of mind and recovery; 

reports suggest.

Commending the Georgia baseball team for coming 

forward and providing an opportunity to players to 

avail the multiple benefits of yoga, Hindu statesman 

Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today, urged all 

the college sports/athletic teams of USA to incorpo-

rate highly beneficial yoga in the lives of their play-
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Yoga Vedant Samiti urges everyone to celebrate 14 Feb as Parents 
Worship Day
By taking inspiration from H. H. Sant Shri Asaramji Bapu, Yog Vedant Samiti and many other spiritual 

organisations affiliated to H. H. Bapuji are going to celebrate 14 February as Matru Pitru Pujan Divas 

i.e.Parents Worship Day.  Generally 14 February is celebrated as Valentine’s Day which is leading today’s 

young generation to perversion, immorality and lust in the name of Love. Hence to guide these youth to 

morality and true love, Yog Vedant Samiti and other organisations are organising Parents Worship Day and 

they have urged everyone to join them in this noble cause.

Message for the day on the website (http://www.mppd.ashram.org/) : Celebrate the pure selfless bond be-

tween children and parents on a global-level with the objective of creating a strong character and spirit of 

serving parents. Begin a social awakening in every home and every human heart by celebrating true love 

and true valentine in its purest form. This festival draws its inspiration from the poojan of Lord Shiva and 

MaaParvati performed by little Ganpati.

For more details, please visit : http://www.mppd.ashram.org/

Source: Hindu Janajagruti Samiti

ers/athletes.

Yoga, referred as “a living fossil”, was a mental and physical discipline, for everybody to share and benefit 

from, whose traces went back to around 2,000 BCE to Indus Valley civilization, Zed, who is President of 

Universal Society of Hinduism, pointed out.

Rajan Zed further said that yoga, although introduced and nourished by Hinduism, was a world heritage 

and liberationpowerhouse to be utilized by all. According to Patanjali who codified it in Yoga Sutra, yoga 

was a methodical effort to attain perfection, through the control of the different elements of human nature, 

physical and psychical.

According to US National Institutes of Health, yoga may help one to feel more relaxed, be more flexible, 

improve posture, breathe deeply, and get rid of stress. According to a recently released “2016 Yoga in Amer-

ica Study”, about 37 million Americans (which included many celebrities) now practice yoga; and yoga is 

strongly correlated with having a positive self image. Yoga was the repository of something basic in the 

human soul and psyche, Zed added.

Georgia baseball, the college baseball team which dates back to 1886, won the national championship in 

1990.

Source: World Hindu News (WHN)
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ABSTRACT

The problem of word search in Sanskrit is inseparable from complexities that include those caused by eu-
phonic conjunctions and case-inflections. The case-inflectional forms of a noun normally number 24 owing 
to the fact that in Sanskrit there are eight cases and three numbers-singular, dual and plural. The traditional 
method of generating these inflectional forms is rather elaborate owing to the fact that there are differences 
in the forms generated between even very similar words and there are subtle nuances involved. Further, 
it would be a cumbersome exercise to generate and search for 24 forms of a word during a word search 
in a large text, using the currently available case-inflectional form generators. This study presents a new 
approach to generating case-inflectional forms that is simpler to compute. Further, an optimized model that 
is sufficient for generating only those word forms that are required in a word search and is more than 80% 
efficient compared to the complete case-inflectional forms generator, is presented in this study for the first 
time.

1. INTRODUCTION

Word search in Sanskrit E-text is a complex problem owing to the phenomena of euphonic conjunctions 
and case-inflections. These two phenomena in Sanskrit transform words into forms quite different from 
the original word and hence have to be taken into consideration if a comprehensive word search in E-texts 
has to be accomplished. This study deals with generating search-related case-inflected forms of words and 
presents a novel schema and computational algorithm for the same. The authors have already presented 
(Raja et al., 2014) a solution to the problem with respect to euphonic conjunctions. 

A noun or pronoun that is of interest may be encountered variously in a given text depending upon wheth-
er it is used in the nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative, genitive, locative or vocative case and 
whether it is used in the singular, dual or plural. For instance, the basic noun ‘div’ (meaning ‘heaven’) has 
the form ‘dyauḥ’ when it is used in the singular and as the subject of a sentence; when used in the locative 
case, plural, it has the form ‘dyuṣu’ (meaning ‘in the heavens’). Thus, a simple search for ‘div’ may yield no 
positive result even though the noun of interest may figure in the text as the subject of a sentence; a search 
for ‘dyauḥ’ would fail to identify all but one of the various case-inflected forms. Thus, the various case-in-
flected forms of the term of interest need to be generated and all of them searched for in the target text.
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2. CASE-INFLECTIONS IN SANSKRIT

There are eight types of case inflections in Sanskrit: Nominative, accusative, instrumental, dative, ablative, 
possessive, locative and vocative. In each of these, apart from the singular and plural forms of a word that 
are encountered in most languages, Sanskrit also has a separate dual form. Thus, a word can have up to 24 
case inflected

forms. Further, nouns in Sanskrit (and not just the objects they indicate) are categorized into three genders, 
masculine, feminine and neuter. Case inflections are defined based on the gender of the word. Different 
rules for formulating declensions are laid down based on the last letter of the word. For instance, the 
case-inflections of the word rāma (masculine ending in the letter a) is done differently compared to the case 
inflections of hari (masculine ending in the letter i). Furthermore, there can be different rules of declension 
for subspecies of words of a particular gender ending in a specific letter. For example, the word forms gen-
erated as case-inflections for the word dātṛ (meaning giver) are different from those generated for bhrātṛ 
(meaning brother), though both are masculine words ending in ṛ. 

Nouns of all the three genders are generally dealt with, in this context, in two categories: Ordinary 
(sādhāraṇa-śabda) and special (viśeśa-śabda). A further categorization within this is that into vowel-ending 
words and consonant-ending words. The sādhāraṇaśabda of masculine gender of both the vowel-ending 
and consonant-ending types form the subject matter of this study and the schema and algorithms presented 
help generate the case-inflected forms for such words.

A sample declension is given in Table 1, in both the native Devanāgarī script of Sanskrit and the English 
script, of the n-ending masculine word राजन/rājan (meaning king). 

3. THE PROBLEM COMPLEXITY

A simple search for the word राजन/rājan in a text would clearly not yield the forms राजा/rājā or राज्ञ/ेrājñe, 
which respectively mean ‘the king’ and ‘for/to the king’, which one would normally expect to show up in 
a text search. In fact, out of the 24 inflections, only the vocative singular form matches the original word in 
this case, while the other 23 have a different spelling altogether; in fact these 23 forms do not even contain 
the original word as a substring. Thus, unlike in European languages and other Indian languages as well, 
case-inflections in Sanskrit effect changes in the very form of the word, rather than simply providing extra 
words to accompany the word or even appending suffixes or prefixes to a basically unchanged word. Thus, 
in order to carry out a comprehensive search on Sanskrit text, it is imperative that case-inflected forms also 
be searched for.

The ancient grammarian Pāṇini’s seminal work on Sanskrit grammar, the Aṣṭādhyāyī (work in eight chap-
ters) (Vāmana and Jayāditya, 1984), devotes 370 aphorisms to case-inflective forms of nouns, as given 
in the Siddhānta-kaumudī (Dīkṣita and Kaumudī, 1962), an authoritative commentary on the Aṣṭādhyāyī. 
The numerous rules laid down in these terse aphorisms are used to build the inflection tables of any given 
noun. There are thousands of nouns in Sanskrit and they are categorized according to the inflection pattern 
they follow. For instance, the n-ending masculines of the sādhāraṇa-śabda class are categorized into seven 
types, each following different declension rules resulting in seven different types of case-inflection tables. 

Another aspect of the problem is the redundancy inherent in the case inflections. It is clear from Table 1 that 
there could be duplicates within the 24 inflected forms of the word. These need to be eliminated. It must be 
stated here that the duplicates occur in different cases and numbers for different types of words. 

The challenge in designing an algorithm to generate all the case-inflected forms of a given word that are 
relevant to the word search scenario, thus involves the correct classification of a word into one of the in-
flection categories and then the efficient generation of required metamorphosed forms of the word for the 
purposes of text search.
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4. BASIS OF THIS STUDY

The book Śabdamañjarī by Vidyasagar K. L. V. Sastry and Pandit L. Anantarama Sastri (Vidyasagar et 
al., 2002), contains the declension tables for Sanskrit nouns belonging to the various categories and is 
acknowledged widely as a comprehensive consolidation of the relevant Pāṇinian rules. This text has been 
used as a primary basis for this study, with (Dīkṣita and Kaumudī, 1962; Vāmana and Jayāditya, 1984) 
being used to glean further information wherever required.

5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM

The following control abstraction encapsulates the steps involved in generating the search-related case-in-
flections.

GenerateInflections (X, g)

{// X is the given word and g its gender

Step 1: Let x be the last letter of X

Step 2: Find the word category C (if any), using g and x

Step 3: Compute x’, the basic transformation of x based on g and C

Step 4: Parse the XML structure to retrieve the formulae for this combination of x, g and C

Step 5: Perform the operations specified in the formulae to generate the inflected forms of X}

The input word is taken from the user along with the specification of its gender. As already stated, the 
computational algorithm consists of two main steps, which are to identify the category of the given word 
and thereby the operations required to generate the required inflectional forms and to then compute the 
inflectional forms by performing those operations.

Details of Steps 2-5 are provided in the sections below.

6. WORD CATEGORIZATION

Step 2 of the above control abstraction is achieved using a hashing algorithm in order that the process be 
speeded up considerably. It must be noted here that there is no rule such as one based on letters of the word, 
etc., that can be used to specify the category of the word. The hash table here consists of words belonging 
to a specific category organized within the categories of gender and last letter. The hash value is comput-
ed based on the gender of the word and its last letter. The table contains word lists and the corresponding 
category only for those categories of words that have the same gender and last letter but differ in inflected 
forms. Buckets are used in the hash table for each category to handle collisions, which are inevitable be-
cause the input has information only about the gender of the word and its last letter.

7. TERMINOLOGY

Before the specification of the formulae developed in this study to compute the inflected forms, it is neces-
sary to introduce some terminology developed exclusively in this study. On studying the inflectional word 
forms in detail, it was determined that the last part of a word is what changes when an inflectional form is 
produced, with only the last letter being affected in most cases. Based on this observation, a list of required 
basic operations on the last letter of words was identified. 

For any vowel x, the list of operations defined on x are listed in Table 2.
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The consonants of Sanskrit consist of semi-vowels, mutes, sibilants and aspirate. The mutes are given in 
Table 3 depicting the columns and rows.

All letters in Columns 1 and 2 are hard consonants and those in Columns 3 and 4 are soft consonants. Col-
umn 5 comprises the nasal consonants. ‘Softening’ a consonant means replacing it by its Column 3 equiv-
alent, i.e., the Column 3 letter in the same row as the given consonant. For instance, softening the letter ‘c’ 
means that it is replaced by the letter ‘j’. Similarly, ‘hardening’ a consonant means that it is replaced by its 
Column 1 equivalent. Thus the letter ‘g’ when hardened, yields the letter ‘k’. The operation of nasalizing 
converts the letter into the  Column 5 letter lying in the same row.

With this prelude, we now present definitions of functions used in this study. Let X be the given search 
word and let x denote its last letter. If x is a vowel, let xi denote the eliding (lopa) of x, xd the lengthened 
form (dīrgha) of x, xg the guṇa of x, xu the vṛddhi of x, xa the ayāyāvāva equivalent of x, xy the yaṇ equiv-
alent of x, as defined in Table 2.

If x is a consonant, let xs denote the softened form of x, xh the hardened form of x, and xn the correspond-
ing nasal form of x. Let xi, i = 1, 2, … 5 where x is a mute, denote the equivalent letter in row i of the mutes. 

Let xc denote the result of changing n to ṇ if required in X. This function is based on Pāṇini’s aphorism, 
‘raṣābhyāṁ no ṇaḥ samānapade ||8.4.1||’ and two other related aphorisms, which specify conditions under 
which the letter n in a word would be replaced by ṇ (Raja et al., 2014).

The operations denoted by the suffixes can be performed in succession and appropriately denoted. For in-
stance, xga indicates that the guṇa operation is first applied to x and then the ayāyāvāva operation is applied 
to the resultant. If the first operation is a lopa, then the subsequent operation such as in xid implies that 
the operation denoted by the suffix d is applied to the new last letter x of X got after the eliding operation.

8. COMPUTATION OF x’

A detailed study and analysis of the declension tables enumerated as per Pāṇini’s rules in (Dīkṣita and Kau-
mudī, 1962), yielded observations that led to the formation of the formulae for computing the inflectional 
forms. The formulae were simplified by the introduction of the pre-processing step of computing the value 
of x’ as a derivation from x, depending on g and C. This step constitutes Step 3 of the control abstraction 
presented in Section 5 above.

Table 4 shows how x’ is computed from x for all the 35 masculine word categories in the sādhāraṇa-śabda 
list. 

Identification of the x’ values individually as shown in Table 4 is a unique approach in the literature and as 
is clear from the table, enables the option of clubbing of word-endings and categories for the same oper-
ation during processing. For instance, the operations for the word categories shown in rows 2,4,5,6 and 7 
apply the same operation, xg, to compute x’ from x.

9. DEVELOPMENT OF FORMULAE TO COMPUTE THE INFLECTIONAL FORMS

A list of stems di that are required to be appended to words in order to produce the inflectional forms, 
was identified for each category of words, keeping in mind the availability of both the forms X and X’ 
corresponding to x and x’ respectively. Table 5 lists the stems identified.

Though some of the stems in this list can be constructed by appending two or more other stems in the list, 
such compound stems were not eliminated because they aid in simpler processing. In fact, each letter of 
the Sanskrit alphabet could have been given a number and considered an atomic stem and compound stems 
formed from their combinations, but the priority aim of simplifying the final formulae precluded this pos-
sibility.
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Step 4 of the control abstraction presented in Section 5 above is now explained. A simple XML structure 
has been developed, which lists the operations required to compute the transformed words for each word 
category. For example, the following shows the XML structure developed for masculine words ending in 
‘a’ and those ending in ‘i’. As given in Table 4, there are three categories for masculine words ending in 
‘i’ and the XML structure below groups transformations common to all the three in the higher level of the 
hierarchy. The transformations are specified as a comma-separated list. The operation ‘+’ in the formulae 
denote simple string concatenation. A unique feature of this XML structure is that it represents an algo-
rithm by itself apart from acting as a hierarchical organization of data.

<Gender G = “masculine”>

<LastLetter L = “a”>

x + d1, x’ + d2, x’ + d4, x + d6, xd + d7, (x’ + d27)c, xd +

d10, x’ + d12, x’ + d14, x’ + d12 + d16, xd + d17, x + d21, x

+ d18, (xd + d7 + d20)c, x’ + d13, x’ + d13 + d25

</LastLetter>

<LastLetter L = “i”>

xd + d7, x + d10, x + d11, x + d16, (x + d19)y, (xd + d7

+ d20)c, x + d25

<Category C = “1”>

x + d1, xd, x’a + d3, x + d6, (x + d28)c, x’a + d13,

x’ + d1, xi + d2

</Category>

<Category C = “2”>

X’ + d3, x’i, x’ + d2, x’ + d5, xg

</Category>

<Category C = “3”>

x + d1, xd, x’a + d3, x + d6, (x + d9)y, (x + d13)y,

(x + d15)y, (x + d2)y

</Category>

</LastLetter>

…

</Gender>

The forms of the given word X obtained after computing the formulae got on parsing the XML structure, 
are illustrated in Table 6.
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As can be seen from the table, there are 16 transformations for words ending in ‘a’ and a total of 15, 16 
and 16 transformations for Categories 1, 2 and 3 of words ending in ‘i’ respectively. This reduction in the 
number of transformations from 24 as mentioned in Section 2 above has been brought about by eliminating 
repetitions and by leaving out the original word if it itself appears as an inflectional form. It has been found 
that over the 35 categories, a reduction in number of transformations can be reduced by about 50-66% by 
eliminating the redundancies that are inherent in the inflectional forms themselves.

10. OPTIMIZATION OF THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Since the requirement is only to find the inflectional forms of words that are needed for a comprehensive 
word-search and since the ‘+’ operation in the formulae represents string concatenation, formulae of the 
types x + di and x + di + dj contain the original word X as a substring. Hence, for the current application 
of word search, it is sufficient to consider only those transformations that bring about some change in the 
word other than appending a string to the word.

This is so because a search for the word ‘hari’ in a text, would anyway identify inflectional forms such 
as ‘haribhyām’ and ‘haribhyaḥ’ and hence computing such inflectional forms can be discarded. However, 
such a search would not yield inflectional forms such as ‘haraye’, ‘harī’, ‘hare’ and ‘hareḥ’, whereby the 
corresponding formulae have to be retained. It may seem from the above examples that a search for the 
word X after performing the single operation xi would suffice, because anyway X is a substring of all the 
inflectional forms. For example, all the

inflectional forms for the word ‘hari’ have ‘har’ as a substring. However, such trivialization is impossible 
for many words such as those ending in consonants, as  is clear from Table 4. The example cited in Section 
1 above is also a case in point.
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Now the form ‘hare’ is represented as x’ and the form ‘hareḥ’ is computed from the formula x’ + d1. When 
X’ with x’ as its last letter is searched for, all words computed from formulae of the types x’ + d1 and x’ 
+ di + dj would be found. Similarly, a search for xd would yield all words computed from formulae xd+ di 
and so on. In the light of the above analysis, the XML structure presented in Section 9 above is reduced 
to the following, for the same examples of masculine words ending in 26a’ and ‘i’.

<Gender G = “masculine”>

<LastLetter L = “a”>

x’ + d2, xd, x’ + d13, x’ + d29

</LastLetter>

<LastLetter L = “i”>

xd, xy

<Category C = “1”>

x’a, x’, xi + d2

</Category>

<Category C = “2”>

x’a, x’, xi, xg

</Category>

<Category C = “3”>

x’a, x’

</Category>

</LastLetter>

…

</Gender>

As can be seen from the above XML structure, there is a drastic reduction in the number of formulae to be 
computed. Table 7 details the number of computations required to generate search-related case inflections 
and the percentage of reduction in the number of computations from the XML structure presented in Sec-
tion 9 above, for all the 35 categories of masculine sādhāraṇa-śabdas.

Thus, on average, a reduction of more than 81% of the computations has been achieved through this opti-
mization.

11. CONCLUSION

A new method for computation of case-inflections has been designed for this study, which makes the in-
flectional form generation more efficient compared to related work in the literature (Huet, 2004a; 2014b; 
Goyal et al., 2012; Huet, 2005; 2009; Goyal and Huet, 2013; Huet, 2003; 2006; 2008; Bhadra et al., 2009; 
Jha and Jha, 2005; Selot et al., 2010; Jha et al., 2009). The introduction of functions that carry out some 
basic operations of euphonic conjunctions and the appropriate introduction of a basic transformed form 
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X’ of the given word as a pre-processing step has greatly enhanced the efficiency of the inflectional form 
generator. 

This efficiency enhancement can be illustrated with a couple of examples. The words pitṛ and dātṛ, though 
masculine and ending in the same vowel ‘ṛ ’, produce different declension tables. The former gives rise to 
inflectional forms such as pitarau, pitaraḥ and pitaram, while the latter to forms such as dātārau, dātāraḥ 
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and dātāram. However, before going in for computing the inflectional forms, the algorithm presented in 
this study

generates the X’ forms, which are, respectively, pitar and dātār as shown in Table 4. Once this is done, there 
is no difference in the declension formulae for the two words. Similar is the case of formulae with regard to 
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masculine words ending in c, j, d and h – the formulae are identical once X’ is appropriately computed as 
per Table 4. Also, masculine words ending in ś and ṣ are also found to have only one or two dissimilarities 
with the formulae used to generate the inflectional forms for c, j, d and h. Hence the algorithm is simplified 
and there are only a few cases that need to be handled.

Moreover, the optimizing scheme presented above for the sake of generating only those inflectional forms 
that are required in a search algorithm increases the efficiency by an average of more than 80% as shown. 
This is unprecedented in the literature.
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Instructional Technology in Sanskrit

By Remmia Radhakrishnan Sukapurath & William Carmichael

Strayer University, United States

Abstract- India is the second largest mobile phone user with over 900 million users in the world. Since 
India is a country, where most of the students have access to cell phones, instructors should be harness-
ing this power to enrich language education experience and bring memorable experiences to the Sanskrit 
language classroom. Sanskrit teaching could be promoted with advanced multimedia and hypermedia. 
For over a decade, the new media (NMC) has been charting the landscape of emerging technologies in 
teaching learning and creative inquiry on a global scale. Since Sanskrit is the most suitable language for 
computer, instructors could use emerging technologies to train the language.

I. Introduction

Sanskrit is the oldest and most systematic language in the world. The word ‘Sanskritam’ meaning ‘refined’ 
or ‘purified’ is the antonym of ‘Prakrita’ meaning ‘natural’. Sanskrit is an ancient and classical language 
of India in which first ever book of the world, the Rig-Veda was compiled. The Vedas are dated by differ-
ent scholars from 6500 BC to 1500 BC. Sanskrit language must have evolved to its expressive capability 
prior to that period. 2 Sanskrit is said to belong to Indo Aryan or Indo Germanic family of languages 
which includes Greek, Latin and other alike languages.

II. Traditional Teaching Method of Sanskrit

In Vedic period, teacher was designated with utmost; he was regarded as a guardian of sacred knowledge; 
an exhibitor of divine illumination as well as medium of highest attainment; former sources and philo-
sophical evidences reveal that the method of teaching was well planned and progressive. Teacher was 
accountable for educating the pupil to reach the highest goal of life. His efficacy in teaching was so re-
markable that he admitted a student and made him proficient in the subject; by giving complete education 
and training . Discipline and strictness were maintained during the time of instruction .
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III. Current Teaching Method of Sanskrit

Currently in India, there have been in vogue three principal method of teaching Sanskrit for convenience 
of understanding. They are;

a) The Pundit or the Logical Method This method has the honor of being the oldest of these in as much as it 
has been vogue since times immemorial . The medium of instruction in the logical method was not always 
Sanskrit although it might be said with more or less certainly that the higher stage of specialization . The 
medium is not only teaching but even communication was Sanskrit.

b) The Adult’s Method or the Bhandarkar Method This method might be useful to adult’s who can concen-
trate voluntarily on anything.

c) The psychological Method : This method aims at making things easily comprehensible to pupils princi-
pally by adapting the teaching to their mental caliber and to their instincts interests because this method is 
adapted to the common pupils. In this asking pupils to translate sentences into Sanskrit for providing them 
opportunities to use their newly acquired knowledge some more interesting means are used for the same 
purposes

IV. Utilization of Instructional Technology in Sanskrit

Very soon the traditional Indian language Sanskrit will be a part of the space, with the USA mulling to 
use it as computer language at NASA . Rick Briggs in his book “Knowledge Representation in Sanskrit 
and Artificial Intelligence” explains that, Sanskrit is such a language in which a message can be sent by 
the computer in the least number of words . The NASA website also confirms its Mission Sanskrit and 
describes it as the best language for computer. Sanskrit teaching could be promoted with advanced mul-
timedia and hypermedia. For over a decade, the new media (NMC) has been charting the landscape of 
emerging technologies in teaching learning and creative inquiry on a global scale. The NMC’s advisory 
board includes 750 technology experts and faculty members from colleges and universities in 40 countries, 
and is supported by the consortium for school Networking (Co SN) and the international society for tech-
nology in education (ISTE) 9.

The NMC’s latest research efforts, together highlight ten emerging technologies that will impact education 
over the course of the next five years; Cloud computing, mobile learning, learning analytics, open content, 
3D printing, Mooc’s, Virtual and Remote laboratories, games and gamification, tablet computing and wear-
able technology.

Since Sanskrit is the most suitable language for computer, instructors could use emerging technologies to 
train the language. In India, even in 2015, the teaching of Sanskrit primarily is by the oral method. Even 
though the Indians are modernized with digital technology, the Sanskrit instructors are not exploiting this 
digital classroom technology. These results in unproductive students in Sanskrit, who do not have the ap-
titude to locate themselves with the new competitive world of technology. They do not have a possibility 
to communicate and collaborate their ideas internationally in Sanskrit. Subjects in Sanskrit like Astrology, 
Astronomy, Vedic Mathematics and Literature can effortlessly taught with the use of the above mentioned 
technologies. Very often Sanskrit learning is become dreary and only trying to commit to memory and 
not change choice of word. Sanskrit has to be pertinent with the help of technologies like mobile learn-
ing. “Emerging technologies are applicable to self access of listening and speaking, collaborative writing, 
reading and language structure, and online instruction”. The development and diffusion of software for 
producing, uploading downloading and playing digital audio files (i.e., podcasts) make the flexible use of 
a wide range of audio material easier than ever for language learners.

Sanskrit students may benefit from cloud computing technology which has a list of advantages- to store 
content data and applications that would be particularly functional for both students and educators:
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Sanskrit has many traditional books which are difficult to access by everyone and most of the Sanskrit 
books are not available in any website. Once all these valuable documents are made available in Cloud, it 
automatically saves content, making it impossible to lose or delete any vital material. This means that even 
if a computer crashes, all documents and content will remain safe, saved and accessible in the cloud.

Sanskrit documents vary from hard copy of books to mantra chanting classes, DVD’s and photos etc. The 
cloud allows its users to store almost all types of content and data including music, documents, ebooks, ap-
plications, photos and much more. The Sanskrit data stored in the cloud can easily be accessed from almost 
any device including mobile devices such as phones or tablets. Multiple Sanskrit instructors could work 
and edit documents together at the same time; cloud enables effortless sharing and transmission of ideas . 
K-12 Sanskrit instructors are able to make ideas for group projects or they will be able to collaborate lesson 
plans can be optimized for both instructors and students. This will allow the instructor to reflect beyond 
their syllabus while preparing students for Sanskrit projects and assignments.

In the Indian education system, two of the most recognized board of education that one gets into opt for 
are CBSE and ICSE12. In Sanskrit language study, these two boards are diverse in their syllabus, method 
of instruction and examination. Through cloud computing instructors will be capable of club together both 
education system to open up new ideas in Sanskrit for seminar, discussion and debate.

V. Mobile Learning for Sanskrit Language

India is the second largest mobile phone user with over 900 million users in the world. Since India is a 
country, where most of the students have access to cell phones, instructors should be harnessing this power 
to enrich language education experience and bring memorable experiences to the Sanskrit language class-
room. Sanskrit students could use this m-learning ‘notes’ feature in mobile to collect everyday language . 
They could use ‘camera’ feature of mobile to take pictures of text. Students will be able to record language 
conversations and text messaging feature to reinforce vocabulary.

VI. Clicker Technology for Sanskrit

Sanskrit is actually a language close to late Vedic and was elegantly described in one of the finest grammars 
ever produced. (6th-5th century BCE), the Ashtadhyayi (eight chapters ) composed by Panini.

Starting with about 1700 basic elements like nouns, verbs, vowels, consonants he put them into classes.

The construction of sentences, compound nouns etc. is explained as ordered rules operating on  underlying 
structures in a manner similar to modern society. Panini’s Ashtadhyayi is complicated to learn by any San-
skrit student. To avoid the dreary in the classroom, the instructor could use Clicker technology.

It is a classroom response technology. Using this technology, the instructor could hold the attention of the 
students and could make the classroom engaged. This technology will help the student to recognize the 
level of understanding of the subject.

Further educational technologies ( Table 1) are also supportive to motivate the students and it will be con-
structive to teach and study different fields of Sanskrit language.

VII. Barriers and Opportunities

The barriers of using these technologies could be the lack of knowledge in Sanskrit software’s, untrained 
instructors, non digitalized classrooms and financial issues. However, these could be solved in India rap-
idly. India Government trying their level best to promote Sanskrit language and its culture. “In order to 
promote Sanskrit language, the central government has requested all central universities, where the de-
partment of Sanskrit does not exist, to explore the possibilities of opening Sanskrit department” Indian 
education minister said in the Lokh sabha in 2014 
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The University Grants Commission provides plan and non plan grants five Sanskrit state universities 
and two Sanskrit deemed to be universities, she said. Recently, the minister had also announced that the 
Kendriya vidyalayas could discontinue teaching German as an alternative and replace it with Sanskrit as 
a third language a decision she said was taken in the “ national interest” language. Sanskrit scholars must 
be aware of the fact that Sanskrit will remain the same or regard as as a dead language if it is not being 
modernized with moment in time. Sanskrit may be the only one language which is keeping the same 
traditional teaching methods. Sanskrit scholars should integrate technology with the traditional method. 
Remember technology is not trying to exterminate the core of the traditional method but building teach-
ing and learning more effective and efficient than the traditional way.

VIII. Conclusion

Sanskrit universities, instructors and well wishers of Sanskrit have to work together to bring instructional 
technology in Sanskrit teaching. This will help to create more job opportunities in the field of Sanskrit. 
Students will be motivated to learn Sanskrit
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COVER STORY

The holy lands acts as a focal point for the pilgrimage of the different religions of the world. Pilgrimage 
has been an integral part of one’s life. Pilgrimage integrates pilgrims of these places with the spiritual and 
religious world and hence provides mental solace and peace. Moreover, these places led to realization of 
mundane desires and confirm their religious beliefs. Now days, religious places are not only reconciliation 
of beliefs, but also a source of recreation, which led to influx of large number of pilgrims. 
According to the Mahabharata , pilgrimage places have extraordinary powers in their soil and effectiveness 
of their water. Pilgrims visit these places, perform sacred rites, and obtain certain fruit of their deeds. 
Kurukshetra the holy pilgrimage in which 360 places of pilgrimage related to the Mahabharata can 
be seen. It is one of those holy towns that have borne the imprint of Lord Sri Krishna’s footsteps. Ku-
rukshetra is referred to as “Dharmakshetra” is the place in Haryana state in India where the epic Ma-
habharata battle took place between the Pandavas and the Kauravas. Indian government has named the 
state as ‘Haryana’ which in local language means: ‘Hari ka ana’ (Lord Hari came here). Tradition holds 
that the great 18-day battle between the Pandavas and Kauravas as described in the pages of the epic 
Mahabharata, was fought on the plains of Kurukshetra. Kurukshetra lies on the Delhi-Ambala stretch 
of the National Highway 1. Kurukshetra has been a symbol of sanctity and holiness for centuries. A 
visit to this hallowed land of high religious and cultural significance is indeed a rewarding experience! 
 
The founder of the land was King Kuru who practiced austere penance to make this land righteous 

JYOTISAR - Birth Place of Bhagwat Geeta
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that is why in the first verse of Bhagavad-Gita, Kurukshetra prefixed with an epithet Dharmakshetra. 
 
History of Kurukshetra: This region - the holy circuit- comprises 48 kosas or 100 miles with a large number 
of temples and tanks of antiquity and traditions. It covered a wide area with present Panipat and north-west 
corner of Jind district in south and eastern part of Patiala district, in the west Saraswati and Yamuna rivers 
as its northern and eastern boundaries. King Kuru is said to have made this land a great centre of spiritual 
culture. The Puranic story about this land is very interesting and runs thus:

King Kuru selected this land on the bank of sacred 
river Saraswati for spiritual culture and cultivation 
of eight-fold virtues. King came here on his golden 
chariot and utilized its gold for making a plough for 
cultivation. He took bull of Siva and buffalo of Yama 
on loan and started ploughing the land. Indra, the 
king of heaven, came and asked Kuru as to what 
he was doing? King replied that he was preparing 
the land for growing eight-fold virtues of religious 
austerity (tapa), truth, forgiveness, kindness, puri-
ty, charity, yoga and continence (brahmacharya). 
Indra asked him to where he would get the seed of 
these virtues. King replied that the seed was in his 
possession. At this Indra laughed and went away. 
 
After king had cultivated land for sever-
al days, Visnu appeared before him and asked 

as to what he was doing? King replied in the same manner as he had done when questioned by Indra. 
Visnu asked Kuru to give Him the seed and that He would sow it for him. At this Kuru put forward his 
right arm and the same was cut into 1000 pieces with the Chakra of Visnu and sown in the field. In the 
same way king Kuru’s left arm, his 2 legs and then his head were offered by him to Visnu for sowing. 
 
This act of Kuru pleased Visnu very much and He blessed him. Indra also appeared at this stage 
and told that he was very much pleased with his sacrifice and told him to ask for any boon from 
him. Kuru there-upon begged of him 2 boons: one, that this land would forever remain a holy land 
named after himself, and the other, that anyone dying here would get relieved of cycle of birth and 
death irrespective of his sins or virtues. Thus King Kuru with wealth of his state and his austeri-
ties established at Kurukshetra an extensive institution of spiritual culture for humanity as a whole. 
 
Sripad Madhavacharya, a great Vaishnava acharya, who is also the third son of Vayu (after Hanuman and 
Bhima) visited here around 1250 AD. During his visit he dug-up a certain piece of land in Kurukshetra and 
found the mace (club/gada) used by Bhima on the battle of Kurukshetra. Later after showing this to his dis-
ciples he again kept back the gada to the place where Bhima originally kelp it after the battle.
 
Kurukshetra is 2 hour journey from New Delhi by Train and about 3½ by Bus. Sridham Vrindavan to Ku-
rukshetra is about 5-6 hour journey by train via Mathura-New Delhi route. While travelling by bus there is 
a stop called “Pipli” on Kurukshetra by-pass.  

   JYOTISAR:
Entarance to “JYOTISAR”
Jyotisar is a town on the Kurukshetra-Pehowa road, 5 ki-
lometres west of Thanesar. The word ‘Jyoti’ denotes light 
and ‘sar’ refers to core meaning. Hence the name Jyotisar 
refers to the ‘core meaning of light’ or ultimately god. A 
‘vat’ or a banyan tree (a symbol of eternity) stands on a 
raised plinth here. Local tradition has it that this tree is an 
offshoot of the holy banyan tree under which lord Krish-
na had delivered the famous sermon of the Bhagwad Gita, 
encapsulating the doctrine of Karma and dharma to his 
wavering cousin and pupil, Arjuna. A marble chariot 
depicting lord Krishna delivering the sermon to Arjuna 
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marks the site of the Srimad Bhagwad Gita. An old Shiva temple can also be seen in one of the secluded 
sections of this centre. Hundreds of years ago, a holy water tank had been present here and can be seen 
during the rainy season. The Kurukshetra development board renovated the site and a mango shaped lake 
was constructed with covered bathing Ghats for ladies. Concrete enclosures were built for protection from 
sun and rain. A light and music show is organized by the Tourism Department at the site on a regular basis 
in which episodes from the Mahabharata are recreated. Restaurants and accommodation wing were built 
to facilitate tourists and the entire area was landscaped with eucalyptus and flowering bushes.
This is the exact spot where Lord Sri Krishna spoke Bhagavad-Gita. Is the most important place to be seen 
because there is a Banyan tree in this place under which Krishna explained Bhagavad-Gita 5000 years back 
to Arjuna - his greatest friend and devotee. There is a board placed on the tree in which is written “The 
immortal banyan tree witness of the celestial song Bhagavad-Gita”. In fact this place is named as the “Gito-
padesh sthal - place where the Bhagavad-Gita was spoken”.

   
The tree is full of birds and squirrels which adds 
to the mystic aura of that place. This place is 
eternally peaceful despite amidst coming and 
going of pilgrims throughout the day. Doing the 
Parikrama or Circumambulation of the tree is 
considered as a very auspicious. There is also a 
small chariot in a glass and marble case below 
the banyan tree where one can see Krishna and 
Arjuna speaking to each other. There is also an-
other chariot nearby much bigger entirely in glass 
casing where both Krishna and Arjuna are seat-
ed. In the same courtyard of the Geethopadesh 
sthal is a Ved Pathshala, rooms containing differ-
ent characters of Mahabharata like Ganga mata, 
Bhismadeva, Krishna-Arjuna etc… There is also 
an ancient Siva temple which is sheltered by the 
Banyan Tree. This temple is a witness to foreign 

invasions. Then there are also several other temples for other divinities. There is a small water body in front 
of the Geetopadesh sthal. Jyotisar lies on Pehowa road, 5 km from Kurukshetra.
 
BHAGAVAD-GITA: Bhagavad-Gita is also known as Gitopanisad. It is the essence of Vedic knowledge 
and one of the most important Upanisads in Vedic literature. The spirit of Bhagavad-Gita is mentioned in 
Bhagavad-Gita itself, which is, Bhagavad-Gita should be accepted ‘as it is’ directed by the speaker Himself. 
The speaker of Bhagavad-Gita is Lord Sri Krishna. He is mentioned on every page of Bhagavad-Gita as the 
Supreme Personality of Godhead, Bhagavan. 
 
What is Bhagavad-Gita? 
 
The purpose of Bhagavad-Gita is to deliver mankind from the nescience of material existence. Every man 
is in difficulty in so many ways, as Arjuna was in difficulty. 

  Arjuna surrendered unto Sri Krishna, and conse-
quently this Bhagavad-Gita was spoken. Not only 
Arjuna, but every one of us is full of anxieties be-
cause of this material existence. Our very exis-
tence is in the atmosphere of nonexistence. Actu-
ally we are not meant to be threatened by 
nonexistence. Our existence is eternal. But some-
how or other we are put into asat. Asat refers to 
that which does not exist. 
 
Out of so many human beings who are suffering, 
there are a few who are actually inquiring about 
their position, as to what they are, why they are 
put into this awkward position and so on. Unless 
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one is awakened to this position of questioning 
his suffering, unless he realizes that he doesn’t 
want suffering but rather wants to make a solu-
tion to all suffering, then one is not to be consid-
ered a perfect human being. Humanity begins 
when this sort of inquiry is awakened in one’s 
mind. In the Brahma-sutra this inquiry is called, 
Athato brahma jijnasa. Every activity of the hu-
man being is to be considered a failure unless he 
inquires about the nature of the Absolute. There-
fore those who begin to question: why they are 
suffering or where they came from and where 
they shall go after death are proper students for 
understanding Bhagavad-Gita. The sincere stu-
dent should also have a firm respect for the Su-
preme Personality of Godhead. Such a student 
was Arjuna.

 
The subject of the Bhagavad-Gita entails the comprehension of 5 basic truths: Isvara (the Supreme Lord), jiva 
(the living entity), prakrti (nature), kala (eternal time) and karma (activity) are all explained in the Bhaga-
vad-Gita. Out of these five, the Lord, the living entities, material nature and time are eternal. The manifesta-
tion of prakrti may be temporary, but it is not false. Some philosophers say that the manifestation of material 
nature is false, but according to the philosophy of Bhagavad-Gita, this is not so. However, the karma, is not 
eternal. We are suffering or enjoying the results of our activities from time immemorial, but we can change 
the results of our karma, or our activity, and this change depends on the perfection of our knowledge. We are 
engaged in various activities. Undoubtedly we do not know what sort of activities we should adopt to gain 
relief from the actions and reactions of all these activities, but this is also explained in the Bhagavad-Gita. 

 
When we are materially contaminated, we are called conditioned. False consciousness is exhibited under 
the impression that I am a product of material nature. This is called false ego. One who is absorbed in the 
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thought of bodily conceptions cannot understand his situation. Bhagavad-Gita was spoken to liberate one 
from the bodily conception of life. One must become free from the bodily conception of life; that is the pre-
liminary activity for the transcendentalist. One who wants to become free, who wants to become liberated, 
must first of all learn that he is not this material body. Mukti means liberation from the contaminated con-
sciousness of this material world and situation in pure consciousness. All the instructions of Bhagavad-Gita 
are intended to awaken this pure consciousness. Purified consciousness means acting in accordance with 
the instructions of the Lord. This is the whole sum and substance of purified consciousness. Consciousness 
is already there because we are part and parcel of the Lord, but for us there is the affinity of being affected 
by the inferior modes. But the Lord, being the Supreme, is never affected. That is the difference between the 
Supreme Lord and the small individual souls.

 
What is this consciousness? This consciousness is “I am.” Then what am I? In contaminated consciousness 
“I am” means “I am the lord of all I survey. I am the enjoyer.” The world revolves because every living being 
thinks that he is the lord and creator of the material world. Material consciousness has two psychic divisions. 
One is that I am the creator, and the other is that I am the enjoyer. But actually the Supreme Lord is both the 
creator and the enjoyer, and the living entity, being part and parcel of the Supreme Lord, is neither the creator 
nor the enjoyer, but a co-operator. He is the created and the enjoyed. For instance, a part of a machine coop-
erates with the whole machine; a part of the body cooperates with the whole body. The hands, legs, eyes, and 
so on are all parts of the body, but they are not actually the enjoyers. The stomach is the enjoyer.

The legs move, the hands supply food, the teeth chew, and all parts of the body are engaged in satisfying the 
stomach because the stomach is the principal factor that nourishes the body’s organization. Therefore every-
thing is given to the stomach. One nourishes the tree by watering its root, and one nourishes the body by 
feeding the stomach, for if the body is to be kept in a healthy state, then the parts of the body must cooperate 
to feed the stomach. Similarly, the Supreme Lord is the enjoyer and the creator, and we, as subordinate living 
beings, are meant to cooperate to satisfy Him. This cooperation will actually help us, just as food taken by the 
stomach will help all other parts of the body. If the fingers of the hand think that they should take the food 
themselves instead of giving it to the stomach, then they will be frustrated. The central figure of creation and 
of enjoyment is the Supreme Lord, and the living entities are co-operators. By cooperation they enjoy.
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Holy Dust of “JYOTISAR”
 
We shall find, therefore, in Bhagavad-Gita that 
the complete whole is comprised of the supreme 
controller, the controlled living entities, the cos-
mic manifestation, eternal time and karma, or ac-
tivities, and all of these are explained in this text. 
All of these taken completely form the complete 
whole, and the complete whole is called the Su-
preme Absolute Truth. The complete whole and 
the complete Absolute Truth are the complete 
Personality of Godhead, Sri Krishna. All mani-
festations are due to His different energies. He is 
the complete whole. It is also explained in the Gita 
that impersonal Brahman is also subordinate to 
the complete Supreme Person (brahmano hi prat-

isthäham). Brahman is more explicitly explained in the Brahma-sutra to be like the rays of the sunshine. The 
impersonal Brahman is the shining rays of the Supreme Personality of Godhead.

Bhagavad-Gita is a treatise which is especially meant for the devotee of the Lord. There are 3 classes of 
transcendentalists, namely the jnani, the yogi and the bhakta, or the impersonalist, the meditator and the 
devotee. Bhagavad-Gita is instructed to Arjuna especially because Arjuna was a devotee of the Lord, a direct 
student of Krishna. Therefore Bhagavad-Gita is best understood by a person who has qualities similar to 
Arjuna’s. That is to say he must be a devotee in a direct relationship with the Lord. As soon as one becomes 
a devotee of the Lord, he also has a direct relationship with the Lord. Arjuna was in a relationship with the 
Lord as friend. Of course there is a gulf of difference between this friendship and the friendship found in 
the material world. This is transcendental friendship, which cannot be had by everyone. Of course everyone 
has a particular relationship with the Lord, and that relationship is evoked by the perfection of devotional 
service. But in the present status of our life, not only have we forgotten the Supreme Lord, but we have for-
gotten our eternal relationship with the Lord. Every living being, out of the many, many billions and trillions 
of living beings, has a particular relationship with the Lord eternally. That is called svarupa. By the process of 
devotional service, one can revive that svarupa, and that stage is called svarupa-siddhi - perfection of one’s 
constitutional position.
Lord Krishna descends specifically to re-establish the real purpose of life when man forgets that purpose. 
Actually we are all swallowed by the tigress of nescience, but the Lord is very merciful upon living entities, 
especially human beings. To this end He spoke the Bhagavad-Gita, making His friend Arjuna His student.
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SPECIAL REPORT

Over the years we have all heard about the many attempts that have been made in India to convert various 

sections of society from Hinduism to either Christianity or Islam. But only after one of my trips to India 

did I really get a much clearer understanding of what has been going on. Furthermore, most people, as well 

as many Indians, are not fully aware of how the war against Hinduism is happening, nor how serious it is. 

It is taking place on many levels, and because of this, in some areas the practice of Hinduism is declining 

rapidly.

When I was traveling in June of 2001, I had gone on a lecture tour, speaking every night on the importance 

of Vedic culture at places like Mumbai, Nagpur, Warangal, Visakhapatnam, Vijayawada, Hyderbad, Banga-

lore, Trivandrum, and Chennai. So I had the chance to meet with many of the intellectuals and some of the 

spiritual leaders in these areas, and learned how conversion was a very hot issue.

Now I don’t have anything in particular against Christianity itself. I was born and raised a Christian, so I 

know what it is, but also how they work. My main contention is when the teachings that are said to come 

from Jesus are twisted and misinterpreted into something that does not spread the genuine love of God and 

humanity that we are all supposed to develop, but becomes the dog-like barking and criticism against every 

other religion that is not Christian. This does not only go on toward every religion outside of Christianity, 

but also within it between Catholics and Protestants and other denominations. It seems that this faith has 

become not something that promotes our similarities for cooperation, but our differences in that everyone 

who is of an unrelated Christian denomination are all going to hell.

In regard to India, there is a great number of missionaries of various denominations who are working there 

right now, all competing for the most number of converts. The Southern Baptists alone are a group that has 
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nearly 100,000 career missionaries in North India, all working to spread the “good word.” We also find that in 

order to make converts from Hinduism some of the numerous Catholic priests in Southern India dress like 

sannyasis, and call their organizations ashramas. This is to make Christianity more similar to the Vedic tradi-

tions. Bharat Natyam dance is also taught in the Christian schools, but with Christian symbols and meanings 

replacing the Vedic. This is all in the attempt to actively sway Hindus over to Christianity.

            One way they are trying to bring Christianity deep into the culture of India is by superimposing its 

rituals, symbols, and even types of dress on the Hindu forms of the same. Thus, you will see the cross on the 

lotus, some priests dress in saffron, and some churches have the ambiance of a Hindu temple. If this keeps 

up, maybe one day Christianity will be more Hindu than Christian.

            While traveling in the far Northeastern states of India I have seen some of the tactics that the Chris-

tian missionaries have used to help make converts, such as offering cheap polyester pants to the tribals of the 

Northeast if they become Christian, or even offer motor bicycles if they help convert their brothers, which 

also means their wives and family. In other places like Madhya Pradesh, as noted in the Neogy Report, the 

missionaries give small loans on interest to the tribals, who cannot pay back such loans easily. However, if 

they become Christian, then such loans and the interest are dismissed. This is what goes on in the democracy 

of India, and under the tolerance of the Hindus, while if one such incidence would ever occur in a Muslim 

country, the result would be an immediate expulsion of the missionary from that nation.

Another trick that has been done is that missionaries, while treating the sick, will give medicine of no value 

and ask the tribal to take it while offering prayers to his local deity. Naturally, no cure of disease is likely to 

occur with the useless medicine. Then the missionary gives the tribal real medicine and asks the tribal to 

take it while offering prayers to Jesus. Then when there is a recovery, it is attributed to the power of Christ 

and not to the medicine. Such conversion activities take place these days more often in the tribal areas under 

the guise of social service. However, true social service should be done without expecting anything in return, 

including conversion.
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Another thing that takes place is mass healings at meetings similar to revivals. What they do is pay people 

to attend the healings portraying themselves as being sick, or invalids on crutches, etc., who then get called 

up and are miraculously cured of their disease. This is attributed to the power of Christ, which then con-

vinces many tribals that they too can benefit in various ways if they become Christian. This has not had 

much of an effect amongst the Brahmana classes, but the lower classes who attend are more vulnerable and 

are impressed by such things, and are then swayed toward Christianity. This is why Christian conversion 

tactics have been focused more toward the tribal areas than other regions of India. So these conversions 

are not taking place due to pure preaching of the Bible or the message of Jesus, but are accomplished by 

trickery and the emphasis on material facility. This is, of course, what is being objected to by the general 

Hindu population. However, when or if people convert for purely spiritual reasons, then there is no objec-

tion.

Another way conversions are accomplished is with the promise to the Dalits or the lower caste Hindus that 

they will not have any more caste recognition by becoming Christians. However, after conversion many 

find out that this is not true. Even amongst the converted Christians there is found to be a caste mentality, 

with the lower castes forced to use separate doorways, separate seating, or have marriages performed only 

among equal caste Christians and in separate facilities, or to even be buried in separate cemeteries. When 

this becomes obvious to those who are newly converted, some of them want to come back to being Hindus 

again, which has been facilitated by such organizations as the Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP).

An interesting point is that in spite of these duplicitous ways of converting that the Christians have used, 

the Christian churches have threatened violence against the process of reconversion back to Hinduism that 

had been launched by the VHP. It is as if they do not want anyone to have the right to do what they are al-

ready doing. It was Rev. V. K. Nuh, secretary of the Nagaland Baptist Convention who said, “If someone 

tries to impose their faith, Christians in this region will not surrender. There will be a battle and we shall 

have no option. There will be a physical and religious war if attempts are made to propagate Hinduism by 

forceful means in the Northeast.” In this same line of thinking, Rev. M.D. Oaugma, head of the Garo Bap-

tist Convention of Meghalaya said, “It could be a threat to Christianity if we remain silent to the VHP’s 

game plan of mass conversion. We shall have to fight, we shall have to resist.” (Maharashtra Herald, July 11, 

1998)

Of course, it is easy for Hindus to be nonchalant toward other religions because they feel that each spiritual 

path takes you toward God. So in this light, it is alright to be tolerant of them or let them thrive. But the 

problem is that not all religions feel the same way toward Hinduism. Some feel that Hinduism is a culture 
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that should be removed or destroyed. An example of this is that in Northeast India, in states like Assam, Na-

galand, and Manipur, they have witnessed a surge of nearly 200% in their Christian population in the past 25 

years due to the wily tactics of foreign missionaries. Their grasp is so strong now that practicing Hinduism 

is forbidden in some areas. Where is the democratic freedom in that? Hindus can no longer do worship or 

arati in the open because of the fanaticism in parts of the land. Durga puja has become almost obsolete as 

deities are destroyed or stolen in broad daylight. This confrontational climate has led to numerous militant 

outfits sponsored by the Church who are fighting for secession from India. So now the Northeastern portion 

of India wants to secede from it, and another part of India will be lost if this should happen.

If the Catholic Church in particular is supposed to espouse the message that God is love, and that it is by love 

of God and neighbor that mankind is saved, it certainly has not shown much of that kind of love toward any 

other religion. With the Pope’s recent call for conversions in Asia, it certainly shows that it is not a friend of 

other religions, but still holds the goal that other spiritual paths should be brought down to be replaced by 

Christianity. This should be clearly understood. This is also the case with the Baptists and other denomina-

tions.

While I was in New Delhi, I also met with Mrs. Shanti Reddy, a member of a government agency called the 

National Committee for Women. She revealed that another thing that missionaries have done was to kidnap 

young Indian children. What one Christian missionary couple in Chennai was doing before they were arrest-

ed was to bribe tribals into giving their young baby girls to them. They would pay the tribals as little as 2000 

to 5000 rupees for baby girls, and then turn around and sell the girls to foreigners for as much as $30,000 

to $40,000. According to the records that had been confiscated from the missionaries’ home, this had been 

a thriving business, and nearly 25 of such transactions had already taken place. The Indian authorities said 

they probably saved 300 baby girls from such a fate from the indications on the records they found. So this 

has been another one of the forms of activities that such missionaries do for their own benefit and profit 

against the real interest of India. However, whenever Hindus react with force against such people, they are 

labeled as fundamentalists, antagonists, communalists, or worse. But how can you expect that Hindus should 

not display serious and violent reactions when such activities become obvious? It usually takes a lot to make 

Hindus react, as they are often most pacifistic and tolerant people. This is also why they make lousy terror-

ists, they just do not see things that way.  

Nonetheless, another way that India is slowly losing its Vedic culture is through the process of secular or 

English and Christian education. Of course, in public schools all Vedic books have been removed from the 

curriculum. So there are no possibilities to study the ancient Indian literature or art in such institutions. So 
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Vedic values are no longer part of what the children are taught. Furthermore, the Christian schools, often 

staffed by Christian missionaries, can teach Christian values in their classes, and include a short study of 

the Bible everyday, or the Koran if it’s an Islamic school. The so-called secular government has even helped 

them with free land and facilities. Since these schools offer English in their education, along with good dis-

cipline, many of the middle classes of Indians are favoring sending their children to these schools. Today, 

in the Indian cities, many of the parents of children are the graduates of Christian schools, who also send 

there own children to such schools. As this trend continues, there will be a decreasing number of Hindus in 

the educated sector. Thus, children in India, with the help of the secular government, are learning Christian 

values and perceiving their own history and culture as something less than honorable. They are taught that 

such important books as the Bhagavad-gita, Ramayana, Bhagavata Purana and other Vedic texts are nothing 

more than mythology, and not a result of one of the most profound civilizations in the world. They are also 

taught that their own God is but a demon and the only real way to God is through Jesus.

An example of this is that a few devotees from the New Delhi Iskcon (Hare Krishna) temple go out and give 

presentations to the children’s classes in schools. Some of the questions that are asked by the children are, 

“Who is your God?” and “hat can your God do for me?” and so on. Obviously, these questions are nothing 

but a direct result of the Christian and English oriented education that these children are receiving. Now I 

ask anyone, isn’t this practically a covert form of conversion? This form of education indoctrinates the chil-

dren to doubt their own culture, and disrespect their own history and traditions. As a result of this form of 

education, the Hindu population is slowly forgetting the unique history and lofty culture of their homeland.

As I traveled around, it was not unusual to see elementary schools around India with a name something like 

“Saint Xavier’s School.” People should know that this Francis Xavier, who is now one of the greatest so-called 

“saints,” feverishly declared, “When I have finished baptizing the people, I order them to destroy the huts 

in which they keep their idols; and I have them break the statues of their idols into tiny pieces, since they 

are now Christians. I could never come to an end describing to you the great consolation which fills my 

soul when I see idols being destroyed by the hands of those who had been idolaters.” (From “The Letters 
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and Instructions of Francis Xavier,” 1993, pp 117-8) This was his goal, to destroy Indian culture and make 

India a Christian nation. So it is ironic that now India embraces the schools that honor him in this way. How 

could they not know his true intention?

What is often not recognized is that, up until recently, for the last 50 years the politicians who have been 

directing the destiny of India are the ones who have an anti-Hindu attitude. They have set the economic di-

rection and the educational policies that the country has been forced to follow. They have also promised the 

protection of the religious minorities with the hopes of acquiring votes. This has been one of the reasons why 

the secularists in the Congress party have treated everything that is Hindu with disdain.

Another aspect of the loss of Vedic culture in India is that the younger Indian people, especially ages from 15 

to 25, are readily giving up Vedic customs to follow the more decadent so-called freedoms of the West. They 

see the western movies, they read what the celebrities say in the papers, and they admire them and want to 

adopt their forms of dress and lifestyles. Thus, in the big cities like Mumbai you have Indian couples living 

together without marriage, which is something you never would have seen before a few years back. Now the 

Vedic principles are looked upon as something obsolete, something that restricts the style that those who 

look to the West want to adopt. Thus, they are leaving Indian traditions behind and losing respect for any-

thing Vedic. In this way, they adopt foreign standards, or lose so much respect for Indian and Vedic values 

that they become embarrassed to admit their Hindu background and heritage. Furthermore, Sanskrit schol-

ars at the temples are also slowly dying out, and the modern Indians view the Ramayana and Mahabharata 

as merely myths or gaudy television shows.

Although India has been invaded by outsiders so many times and has always survived, what we are talking 

about is more than mere property or geography. What is actually being threatened is the basis of Indian 

culture itself. As younger generations give up their Vedic heritage, even if they return to it later when they 

are older and looking for more philosophical support, with whatever percentage of loss occurs with each 

generation, time has shown that it is never fully recovered. A portion of it is lost forever.

Another way of looking at this is that India presently enjoys an 85% Hindu majority in its population. This 

may sound quite significant, but in actuality this includes 15% Buddhists, Sikhs, and Jains. So it is really only 

a 70% majority. How many more generations will go by before we see a big drop in this percentage due 

to the process of secular (meaning Christian or English, or even Islamic) education, or with the present 

rate of conversions by tactless Christians? This percentage could easily drop well below 50% in only a few 

more generations at the present rate of change.

How many more generations will it take before the Hindu majority is no longer a majority, but a minority 
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in its own country? As Hinduism declines, you will see that the demands on the government and those 

voted into politics will also change, and the laws will also alter more in favor of the increasing minority 

religions at the expense of declining Hinduism. Then as the years go by there will appear only small clus-

ters of Hindu or Vedic communities, most likely centered around prominent holy places, until the more 

aggressive religions act in ways to diminish these as well, in the same way that they are presently doing in 

other countries.

The point of all this information is that it is time for all Hindus and supporters and followers of the Vedic 

culture, Sanatana-dharma, to realize what is actually happening and give up your timidness or noncha-

lance and speak out while such freedom still exists. We must become more pro-active for defending this 

culture. The point is that if you do not take it seriously, I can assure you that there are others who take this 

inaction and tolerance extremely seriously to promote their own goals and religions in India. It is because 

of this that India may not always remain the homeland of an active and thriving Vedic culture as it is now. 

We need to protect whatever is left of it and maintain the present liberties that Hindus or followers of Vedic 

culture still have in India. Then we all can continue to engage in Vedic traditions without hindrance, and 

with full freedom. For this, we need to unite ourselves in a concerted effort to make this happen. And it 

most certainly is possible.

Not long ago, as told to me by Professor Subhash Kak, it was noted in a reputable publication that now 1% 

of the Russian population claim that they are Hindu. The article stated that this was primarily due to the 

preaching efforts of Iskcon. This shows a major social impact. This shows what is possible if we can work 

together in a concerted effort. This is why I am convinced that if we all work in a pro-active way under the 

banner of a united family of Vedic followers, or Global Vedic Community, we can keep and even expand 

the present freedoms that we now have to practice Vedic and indigenous traditions, and keep India as the 

homeland of Vedic culture, the most ancient roots of humanity.

India must be protected and kept as the homeland and center of the Vedic heritage, Sanatana-dharma, 

Hinduism. Without it, what is its value, in spite of whatever else it accomplishes? The value of Hindu-
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ism and India are clearly expressed in the words of the famous English theosophist Dr. Annie Besant. She 

put great emphasis on the value of India, its history, the Vedic culture, and its importance to the world. As 

written in the cover notes from the book, Hindus, Life-Line of India, by G. M. Jagtiani, she says: “After a 

study of some forty years and more of the great religions of the world, I find none so perfect, none so scien-

tific, none so philosophic, and none so spiritual as the great religion known by the name of Hinduism. The 

more you know it, the more you will love it; the more you try to understand it, the more deeply you will 

value it. Make no mistake; without Hinduism, India has no future. Hinduism is the soil into which India’s 

roots are struck, and torn of that she will inevitably wither, as a tree torn out from its place. Many are the 

religions and many are the races flourishing in India, but none of them stretches back into the far dawn of 

her past, nor are they necessary for her endurance as a nation. Everyone might pass away as they came and 

India would still remain. But let Hinduism vanish and what is she? A geographical expression of the past, a 

dim memory of a perished glory, her literature, her art, her monuments, all have Hindudom written across 

them. And if Hindus do not maintain Hinduism, who shall save it? If India’s own children do not cling 

to her faith, who shall guard it? India alone can save India, and India and Hinduism are one.”

In this light, it is absolutely necessary that as followers of Sanatana-dharma, Vedic culture, we realize that 

we need to repair whatever differences we have between us regarding whatever issues there may be. This is 

necessary in order to work with some cooperation with whomever we can if we expect to be a substantial 

force in defending the Vedic cause. Otherwise, all the issues that invariably come up, although these should 

not be ignored, should not take so much of our attention that our preaching or sharing or promoting of our 

culture stops. Otherwise, we will only serve as contributors to the continuing deterioration of all spiritual 

standards as the age of Kali-yuga progresses. This preaching, of course, means that we must all stay in touch 

with and practice the Vedic standards, and be ready to let others know of its advantages, and to defend it 

from those who wish to see its demise.

We cannot allow ourselves to be led into the danger of endless debate that leads to inaction. We all 

must be pro-active in some way to help defend and spread Vedic culture. Then we can work together 

to keep the freedom we presently have to practice the Vedic traditions and keep India as the homeland of 

a thriving, dynamic, and still living tradition. Such freedom does not come without its challenges, and we 

must be prepared as a society to meet those challenges. To take such freedoms for granted means that it’s 

only a matter of time before they are lost. And that is exactly what some people want to happen. So we must 

be willing to work all the harder to prevent such a decline of our Vedic heritage.

<---------------- >
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SINE, COSINE, RADIUS AND ARC 

Anyonya kotihathayorabhimatha gunayosthrijeejavayaa hathayo: yogaviyogow syaathaamabhima-
thagunachaapa yogavivaragunow 

The sum of the products of Sin A and Cos B and when angles are exchanged, Sin B and Cos A, gives the 
Sin of the sum of the angles. Similarly the difference of the above gives the value of the sin of angular 
difference. Sin (A+B) = Sin A Cos B+Cos A Sin B And Sin (A-B) = Sin A Cos B - Cos A Sin B. 

Yadveshta chaapagunatha ccharavargayoga moolaardhamishta dhanurardhaguna: pradishta: jyaa-
naam nijathriguna vargaviseshamoolam kotisthadoona sahithow thrigunow svabhaanow 

Square root, of the square of a chord (R sin _) diminished from squares of radius gives the koti (R cos 
_). This subtracted from radius gives the (small) arrow of arc. This added to radius is big arrow of the 
arc..... 

PUTHUMANA SOMAYAJI - KARANA PADDHATI 1450 

TAYLOR (1685 AD) SERIES OF SINE & COSINE DISCOVERED BY NILAKANTA 

ista-dohkotidhanushoh svasamipasamirate jye dve saavayave nyasya kuryaad unaadhikam dhanuh 
dvighna talliptikaptaikasarasailasikhindavah nyasyacchedaaya cha mithastatsamskaaravidhitsaya 
anyasyam atha taam dvighnaam tathaa syam iti samskriti: santha te krtasamskare svagunau dhanusas 
tayo: 

Placing the sine and cosine chords nearest to the arc, whose sine and cosine chords are required, get 



the arc difference to be subtracted or added. For making the correction, 13,751 should be divided by 
twice the arc difference in minutes and the quotient is to be placed as the divisor, divide the one (sine 
or cosine) by this divisor and add to or subtract from the other (cosine or sine) according as the arc 
difference is to be added or subtracted. Double this result and do as before. Add or subtract the result 
to or from the first sine or cosine to get the desired sine or cosine chords. 

NILAKANTA - TANTRA SANGRAHA 1444 AD 

NEWTON GAUSS (1670) INTERPOLATION FORMULA DISCOVERED BY GOVINDASWAMI 

gacchad-yata-gunantharavapuryathaishya-disvasanaa cchedaabhyaasa-samuha-kaarmuka-
krti-praapthath tribhisthaadithah vedaihi sadbhir avaaptam antyagunaje rasyo: kramad antyabhe 
ganthavaahata-varthamaana-gunajaaccha paatham ekaadibhi:antyad utkramatah kramena visha-
mai: sankhyaviseshai: khsipedbhankthvaptam, yadi maurvikavidhir ayam makhyah kramad vartate 
sodhyam vyutkramathaa stathakrthaphlam..... 

Mathematicaly this formula is summarised as follows: F(x+nh)=_f(x)+nf(x)+½n(n-1)(_f(x)-_f(x-h) 
Multiply the difference of the last and the current sine differences by the square of the elemental arc 
and further mutiply by three. Now divide the result so obtained by four in the first rasi, or by six in the 
second rasi. The final result thus obtained should be added to the portion of the current sine difference 
(got by linear proportion). In the last rasi, multiply the linearly promotional part of the current sine 
differences by the remaining part of the elemental arc and divide by the elemental arc. Now, divide the 
result by the odd numbers according to the current sine difference, when counted from the end in the 
reverse order. Add the final result thus obtained to the portion of the current sine difference. These are 
the rules for computing true sine differences for sines. In the case of versed sines, apply the rules in the 
reverse order and the above corrections are to be subtracted from the respective differences. 

GOVINDASWAMI - COMMENTARY FOR MAHABHASKAREEYA 800 AD 

NEWTON’S (1660 AD) POWER SERIES 

DISCOVERED BY SOMAYAJI 

nihatya chapavargena chapam tatthathphalani cha haret samulayugvargaistrijyavargahatai: kra-
maat chapam phlani chadhodhonyasyoparyupari tyajet jivaptyai, sangraho syaiva vidvan-ityadina 
krtha: nihathya chapavargena rupam tattatphalani cha hared vimulayugvargaistrijyavargahatai: 
kramat kintu vyasadalenaiva dvighnenadyam vibhajyataam phalanyadhodha: kramaso nyasyopa-
ryupari tyajet saraptyai, sangraho asyaiva stenastri-tyadinaa krta: 

Multiply repeatedly the arc by its square and divide by the square of even numbers increased by that 
number and then multiplied by the square of radius. Place the arc and result one below the other and 
subtract each from what is above it. To derive the arc, which are collected, beginning with the expres-
sion Vidvan (katapayadi number). Multiply repeatedly, the unit measurement which is the radius, by 
the square of the arc and divide by the square of even numbers decreased by that number and then mul-
tiplied by the square of radius; the first is, however, to be divided by twice the radius. Place the results 
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one below the other and subtract each from the one above it. That is the method to derive the saras, 
which are collected in the beginning with stena. (This equation is now known as Newton power series.) 

PUTHUMANA SOMAYAJI - KARANAPADDHATI (1450 AD) 

VOLUMES OF CONES 

Samakhaatha phalathryamasai: soochikhathe phalam bhavathi 

The one third of the volume of the uniform cylinder is the volume of the cone. 

Pardhirbhitthilagrasya raasesthrimsathkara: kila anthakonasthithasyaapi thithithulyakara: sakhe 
bahishkona sthithasyaapi panchaghnanava sammitha: theshaa ma chakshva me kshipram ghana-
hasthaath pruthak pruthak 

Friend, the food grains are kept at a circumference of 30 cubit in the floor, outside corner of the room, 
inside corner and side of the wall. Find out the volume of the grain if the height is 45 cubit. 

BHASKARA II LILAVATI 1114 AD 

LHUILER’S (1782 AD) FORMULA 

DISCOVERED BY SOMAYAJI 

Doshnamdvayordvayor ghaatayutaanaam tisraanaam vadhaat ekaikonetarattraikyam catushka-
vadhabhajitam Iabdha mulena yadvrttam vishkambhaardhena nirmitam sarvam caturbhujakshe-
tram tasminneva tisthtahathe 

The three sums of the product of sides, taken two at a time are to be multiplied together and divided 
by the product of the sums of the sides taken three at a time and diminished by the fourth. If a circle is 
drawn with the square root of this quantity as radius, the whole quadrilateral will be situated inside it. 

PARAMESWARA COMMENTARY FOR LILAVATI (1360 AD) 

GREGORY’S (1632 AD) SERIES FOR INVERSE TANGENT 

DISCOVERED BY MADHAVA CHARYA 

istajya-trijyayorghathath kotyaptam prathamam phalam jyavargam gunakam kritva kotivargam 
cha haarakam pratha maadiphalebhyo atha neya phalakrtir muhu: eka-tryaady-ojasankhyabhi-
rabhakteshveteshv anukramaat ojanam samyutesthyaktva yugmayogam dhanur bhavet doh-kotyor 
alpameveha kalpaniyam iha smrtam labdhinam avasanam syanna thathaapi muhu: krte 

Obtain the first result of multiplying the jya (R sine _) by the trijya (radius) and dividing the product 
by koti (R cos _). Multiply this result by the square of the jya and divide the square by the koti. Thus we 
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obtain a second result a sequence of the further results by repeatedly multiply by the square of the jya 
and dividing by the square of the koti. Divide the terms of the sequence in order by the odd numbers 
1,3,5,...; after this, add all the odd terms and subtract from them all the even terms (without disturbing 
the order of the terms). Thus is obtained the dhanus whose two elements are the given jya and koti. 
(Here the smaller of the two elements should be taken as the jya, since other wise the series obtained 
will be non finite) (use of Tangent) 

MADHAVA YUKTI BHASHA? (1350 AD) 

DE MOIVRE’S (1650 AD) APPROXIMATION DISCOVERED BY MADHAVA CHARYA 

Asmat sukshmataroanyo vilikhyate kashcanapi samskara: ante samasankhyadalavarga saiko guna:, 
sa eva puna: yugagunito rupayuta: samasankhyadalahato bhaved haara: trisaradivisa mashankhya-
haranat param etad eve va karyam 

A correction for cirumference still more precise is being stated here. The multiplier is the square of half 
the even integer increased by unity. This multiplier multiplied by 4, then increased by unity and then 
multiplied by half the even integer is the divisor. This correction may be applied after the division by 
odd integers,3, 5, etc. i.e Circumference = 4D (1-1/3+1/5-1/7..... + ..-1/n(½(n+1)2+1___((½(n+1)2 x 4 
+1) (½(n+1)) 

MADHAVA KRIYA KRAMAKARI (1350 AD) 

DE MOIVRE’S (1650 AD) APPROXIMATION 

yatsankhyaaatra harane krte nivrtta hrtis tu jamitaya tasya urdhvagatasyas samasankhya taddalam 
guno ante syat tadvargai rupahato haaro vyasabdhighatata: pragvat tasyam aptam svamrne krte dhane 
sodhanan cha karaniyam sukhma: paridhi: sa syat bahukrtvo haranato atisukshmas cha 

.......... Let the process stop at a certain stage, giving rise to a finite sum, multiply four times the diameter 
by half the even integer subsequent to the last odd integer used as divisor and then divide by the square 
of the integer increased by unity. The result is the correction to be added to or subtracted from finite 
sum. The choice of addition or subtraction is depending on sign of the last term in the sum. The final 
result is the circumference determined more accurately than by taking a large number of terms: 

MADHAVA YUKTIBHASHA? (1350 AD)

HORIZON 

Aaveshtamaanamatha thaani dalapravruthyaa yadvrutthamathra harijam kshithijam thadaahu: yas-
min bhaveth samudayasthamayo akhilaanaam praachyaam kramaadaparadisyudu khecharaanaam 

The great circle which goes round them, dividing each of them into two equal parts, is called harija or 
kshitija. This in modern astronomy is horizon. This is the circle on which rising and setting of stars and 
planets take place towards east and west respectively. 

VATESWARA SIDDHANTA 880 AD
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THE GREAT INDIAN IRONY 

Pappu : Reporter Uncle ! Reporter Uncle ! 

Reporter Uncle : Yes Dear Pappu !!!

Pappu : Yesterday I saw GHAR WAPSI Debate on your Channel 

Reporter Uncle :  Yes Pappu , We are awaking the people of India , How we are so intolerant !!! 

Pappu : I have a question, uncle ?

Reporter Uncle :  Yes Dear , Ask !

Pappu : You awake us when they came back to their home , But you never when they left  ?  

Reporter Uncle : !!! 

< ------------------------------------------------------------------------- >

Principal : Who is Most popular Chameleon in the world ?

Chintu : Aamir Khan 

Principal : What !!! How ??

Chintu :  Aamir Khan Says On 11th November 2015, “There is a sense of positivity and optimism in the 

country.”

Aamir Khan Says on 23rd November 2015, “There is a growing sense of intolerance in the country, and 

my family feels unsafe”

Who can change colour and views with this lightening speed in a mere 12 days!!

< -------------------------------------------------------------------------- >

Pinku  : Aamir told my wife urged to leave india ....  

Shahrukh told , you don’t have to be proving your patriotism in any way ...

“What Exactly Shahrukh want to say ? “

Tinku : He want to say , “ His name is Khan .  He is an Indian.  Don’t you dare question his patriotism .  “
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AYUR PLANT

Flame of the Forest (Palash) 

Medicinal Value & Health Benefits

Butea Monosperma, is also known with common names like 

“ Palash, Dhak, Palah, Flame of the Forest, Bastard Teak, Parrot Tree  “

Be a species of Butea native to tropical and sub-tropical parts of the Indian Subcontinent and Southeast 

Asia, ranging across India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, 

Malaysia, and western Indonesia. 

IMPORTANCE :

1.  Its flowers are dried and colors made from it are used to play Holi festival.

2.  It is also used to worship during Sivaratri and is believed that the tree is a form of Agnidev, God of Fire.

3.  Its gum is known as Bengal Kino and is considered valuable by druggists because of its astringent 

qualities and by leather workers because of its tannin.

4.  These colors prevent diseases like chicken pox which usually spread during that season. But excess 
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usage of artificial colors these days has spoiled the health purpose behind playing Holi.

5.  It is also used as a dyeing color for fabric.

6.  This plant and its flowers control pollution in air wherever they grow.

HEALTH BENEFITS OF FLAME OF THE FOREST

As per Ayurveda, the tree balances Vata and Pitta. It has been used extensively in Ayurvedic, Unani and 

Homeopathic medicine. The extracts of various parts of the tree as well as the whole parts possess anti 

microbial, anti bacterial, anti fungal, hypogylcemic, anti inflammatory, astringent, tonic, aphrodisiac and 

diuretic properties.

Leaves : 

The leaves have astringent, carminative, anthelmintic, aphrodisiacal, tonic, anti inflammatory, antidia-

betic, wound healing properties. A hot poultice of leaves relieves boils, pimples, skin ulcers, swelling and 

bleeding piles. The juice of leaves can be used as an enema. A decoction of the leaves treats leucorrhea and 

diabetes. They can be put into a douche to treat leucorrhea. The leaves are good for eye diseases.

Flowers:

The flowers have astringent, anti diarrheal, anti cancer, hepato protective, anti oxidative, expectorant, 

diuretic, anti inflammatory, anti gonorrheal, tonic, aphrodisiacal and emmenagogue properties. They are 

also depurative, remove swelling and promote menstrual flow, prevent pus formation in urogenital tract 

of males. Extracts of flowers have free radical scavenging activity. They also have strong chemo protective 

effect.

Seeds:

The seeds have anthelmintic activity. The seeds treat diarrhea, When ground and mixed with lemon juice, 

and applied, they can relieve itching of ringworm and eczema. The crushed seeds have the potency to kill 

maggots in wounds and sores. The fruit and seeds are useful in piles, eye diseases, inflammation. They 

cure skin diseases, abdominal troubles and tumors.
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Bark :

The bark is acrid and bitter and has appetizing, aphrodisiacal, laxative, anthelmintic, properties. It is use-

ful in bone fractures, piles, hydrocele, liver disorders, gonorrhea, dysmenorrhea, biliousness and purifies 

blood. It cures diarrhea, dysentery, sore throat, ulcers, tumors and neutralizes snake bite poison. A paste of 

the stem bark relieves body swelling. Stem juice benefits if applied on goiter.

Roots :

The roots possess anti fertility, aphrodisiacal and analgesic properties. They are useful in night blindness, 

filariasis, helminthiasis, piles, ulcers and tumors. They cure night blindness and other eye defects.

Gum :

The gum is astringent to the bowels. It relieves stomatitis, cough, excessive perspiration and corneal opac-

itiy. The gum is used for treating diarrhea and dysentery. A decocotion or infusion of the gum is used as 

enema.

SOME SPECIFIC AYURVEDIC REMEDIES WITH FLAME OF THE FOREST

Curing Cataracts in Eyes :

Collected flowers of Butea Monosperma and extract their juice. Add Indian Beech seeds and let them soak 

for 48 hours. Then remove the seeds and make their paste with water (like extracting sandalwood paste).

Apply this dilute paste to eyes (like kajal) and cataract will vanish.

Melting Kidney Stones :

Make a soup with Butea Monosperma flowers in water by adding sugar. Having 100 ml of this soup twice 

a day will remove burning sensation in urination and also melt stones in kidney. Same soup can be used 

without sugar cures all liver related problems.

Curing Diabetes :

Collect Butea Monosperma flowers during first half of lunar month (moon is waxing and before fullmoon-

day) and when moon is transiting Anuradha Nakshatra.  Clean and dry them.  On day 1, soak 1 flower in a 

cup of water all night and in the morning, squeeze its juice into water and drink that water. From day 2 till 
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day 5, increase the flower count daily. On day 6, start decreasing the flower count (it should be 4 flowers on 

day 6) and continue till 9th day (it will be 1 flower on day 9). Repeat this cycle for 45 days and keep checking 

your blood sugar levels every 9th day.  You will notice huge drop in sugar level before 45th day.

Curing Anaemia in kids :

Take a white cotton shirt for kid.  Soak squeezed Butea Monosperma flowers in water for half day and 

then soak the shirt in this water till its color turns RED. Make the kid wear this shirt before going to bed 

in the night.  Along with this, use the method described above for melting kidney stones for 1 week. Pain 

in Kidneys and blockage of Urination Make a paste of Butea Monosperma flowers and heat it. Place this in 

a cotton cloth and use this as a hotbag to massage on skin over kidneys. This will give relief from pain. If 

massaged on navel, urine will be released immediately. If urine is still not release, mix rat droppings in that 

hot bag and massage on navel. Urine will be released without delay.

Disclaimer :

The information provided in this hub is not a substitute for professional medical advice. Please consult 

your physician, or health care provider before taking any home remedies, supplements or starting a new 

health regime.
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